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ABSTRACT

An eiglteen level axisymmetric primitive equation tropical cyclone

model which incorporates the Arakawa-Schubert (1974) spectral cumulus

parameterization is presented. The quasi-equilibrium hypothesis, which

involves the solution of an integral equation for the cloud base mass

flux distribution, is successfully formulated as an optimization pro

blem to guarantee a nonnegative solution. A linear analysis suggests

that in the tropics a large fraction of the available potential energy

generated by the release of latent heat is partitioned to gravity

inertia wave motion and hence is radiated away to the far field. There

fore, an approximate pure gravity wave radiation boundary condition is

derived which minimizes the reflection of gravity-inertia waves by the

1ateral bour,dary of the model.

The sersitivity of axisymmetric model storm development to the

exact form of the lateral boundary condition, initial moisture distri

bution, and latent heat release mechanism is tested. It is demon

strated that the development of a hurricane-like circulation can be

simulated without parameterized convection as suggested by Rosenthal

(1978). Several other sensitivity experiments are conducted to address

the roles of radiation and cumulus momentum transport in tropical

cyclone development. The numerical results lead to the conclusion that

neither of these processes should be neglected in attempts to numeri

cally simulate the life cycle of the tropical cyclone since they appear

to contribut2 significantly to the organization and scale of tropical

disturbances.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The g£!nesis and intensification of the tropical cyclone must cer

tainly rani: among the most spectacular of atmospheric phenomena.

Observational studies have long since established that the energy to

drive these storms is obtained from the release of latent heat in deep

cumulus convection (e.g. Riehl and Malkus, 1961; Yana-i, 1961a, b).

Unfortunately, however, the details of the interactions between the

cumulus and large-scale which give rise to the format-ion of a tropical

storm are much less well understood.

Early linear stability analyses of the growth of small amplitude

perturbations in a conditionally unstable environment were unable to

explain thE! observed size and growth rates of the tropical cyclone

(e.g. HaquE~, 1952; Syono, 1953; Lilly, 1960). Thus, Charney and

Eliassen (1964) and Ooyama (1964) proposed a mathematical theory in

which the cloud field is organized so as to give rise to a heat source,

which causes amplification of the large-scale disturbance, which in

turn amplifies the cloud field. This cooperative interaction bttween

the cloud field and large-scale circulation is more commonly referred

to as Conditional Instability of the Second Kind (CISK).

Since the dynamical processes of the tropical cyclone generally

occur on two widely different space and time scales (large-scale and

cumulus-scale) both Charney and Eliassen and Ooyama treated the

convectiv!:-scale:iFnplicitly, or by what is now called cumulus param

eterization. Their approach stimulated many efforts to numerically

simulate the life cycle of the tropical cyclone with more complicated

nonlinear rrodels (e.g. Ooyama, 1969a, b; Sundqvist, 1970a, b; Yamasaki,

1968a, b; Posenthal, 1970; Anthes, 1972). The cumulu5 parameterization
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methods employed in these models were highly empirical, neglecting

many of the physical processes involved in the mutual interaction of

the convective-scale and large-scale. Although these schemes have

performed rather well, it is generally agreed that thEdr relatively

crude character limits their ability to contribute to a greater under

standing of the processes which lead to tropical cyclone formation.

A theoretically complete and much more satisfyin9 approach to

cumulus parameterization has been proposed by Arakawa and Schubert

(1974). Their theory describes the mutual interactior, between an

ensemble of cumulus clouds and the large-scale environment. The

cloud field (or cloud ensemble) is represented by a spectrum of ideal

ized model clouds (Isub-ensembles ' ) each of which has its own mass,

heat and moisture budget. The vertical transports accomplished by

this spectrum of model clouds are actually the convective-scale eddy

fluxes which appear, for example, in the horizontally averaged budget

equations for dry static energy s, and water substanCE! q (e. g. Yanai

et a1., 1973). Thus, knowl edge of these eddy fl uxes }'educes to the

determination of the cloud base mass flux for each member of the

spectrum of model clouds. In order to predict the convective-scale

eddy fluxes, Arakawa and Schubert propose the concept of quasi-

equil ibriurn which assumes that the cloud base mass fl ux distribution

can be related to time changes in the large-scale the}~odynamic

fields. Since this theory is the most physical and mClthematically

elegant approach proposed to date we believe it has the most potential

for providing additional insight into the interactions between the

cumulus-scale and large-scale which lead to tropical cyclone develop

ment. Surprisingly, with the exception of one invest"'gation
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(Wada, 1979), the theory has yet to be used in the numerical simul ation

of a tropical cyclone.

In this thesis, .we'· briefly review·the axisymmetric primitive

E~quation tropical cyclone model first presented by Hack and Schubert

(1976). The two unique aspects of the model are the convective param

eterizati,)n, which follows the theory presented by Arc.kawa and Schubert

(1974), a'1d the formulation of the lateral boundary condition, which

can be described as an approximate pure gravity wave radiation condi

tion,

From a computational point of view, the most difficult aspect of

the Arakawa-Schubert cumulus parameterization is the solution of the

integral 2quation for the cloud base mass flux distribution. The

various techniques suggested for solving this equation are all deficient

since they do not guarantee a nonnegative mass flux distribution which

is a nece3;sary constraint if the solution is to be considered physically

reasonable. By relaxing the quasi-equilibrium assumption, however,

it is possible to, formulate an optimization problem which constr~ins

the cloud base mass flux to be nonnegative. This procedure, which

is referred to as the optimal adjustment method, is discussed in

chapter 2.

The particular formulation of the lateral boundary condition is

motivated by the recent linear studies of geostrophic adjustment by

Schubert et al. (1980) and Silva Dias and Schubert (1979) which suggest

that in l)w latitudes most of the available. potential energy generated

by the release of latent heat is partitioned to gravity-wave motion

and is therefore radiated away to the far field, A similar argument
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is extended to a fully stratified model atmosphere (chapter 3) which

gives rise to the lateral boundary condition employed in the model.

For n,~ar1y two decades the numerical simulation :>f the development

of a hurricane circulation with the explicit release )f latent heat was

regarded as unachievable since early attempts to do S:J ended in ap

parent fai"lure (Kasahara, 1961, 1962; Syono, 1962). Recently, however,

Rosenthal {l978) has successfully simulated the deve1 )pment of a

tropical cyclone in which convective elements are explicitly resolved,

demonstrat"ing that the fa i1ure of these early i nvest; ~ations was

probably not related to the explicit release of latent heat in a con

ditionally unstable atmosphere, but rather to a deficient model design.

In chapter 5 we show that the tropical cyclone model Jsed in this study

is also capable of producing a hurricane circulation Jsing only the

explicit release of latent heat, although the desirability of such an

approach is questionable.

Recent diagnostic studies of tropical weather systems have iden

tified net 10ngwave radiational cooling and cumu1us-s:a1e transports

of horizontal momentum as two processes which appear to contribute

significantly to the large-scale dynamic and thermodYlJamic budgets

(e.g. Yanai et a1., 1976; Reed and Johnson, 1974; ShaJiro, 1978,

Stevens, 1979). Previous numerical simulations of th~ tropical cyclone

have generally neglected each of these convectively madulated processes.

In chapter 6 we consider the sensitivity of model sto~m development to

the incorporation of each process as well as to the c)ffibination. Other

experiments which examine the sensitivity of model storm development

to the initial moisture field and the lateral bounda~y condition are

a1so conducted ('see chapter 5). The response of the model is used to
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assess the significance of each of these effects on tropical cyclone

deve1opment.



2.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Large-Scale Governing Equations

We begin by noting that the large-scale governing equations are

formulated for an f-p1ane using axisymmetric cy1indricel coordinates

in the horizontal, and the cr-coordinate in the vertical. Following

Arakawa and Lamb (1977) we define cr as

(2.1)

where the top boundary pressure PT is a specified constant, and the

surface pressure pS (or equivalently 'IT) is a function (If the horizontal

coordinate and time. The upper and lower boundaries are respectively

given by 0=0 and 0=1. In the special case where PT=O, (2.1) reduces

to the definition originally proposed by Phillips (1957).

The governing equations, which consist of the hor~zonta1 momentum

equations, the hydrostatic equation, the mass continuity equation, the

thermodynamic equation, the ideal gas law, and the watE!r vapor mass

continuity equation can be written

d
dtU - (f +1.) v + M. + cra. d'IT = Sr dr ar u'

~~ + (f+;)U= Sv '

~ = - 'ITa. ,dcr

d'IT + (dru + dO) :: 0
dt 'IT rar acrJ '

dT _ KT ~ :: 1:.... (C _ E) + S
dt P Crt cp T '

6

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4 )

(2.5)

(2.6)
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pc,' RT , (2.7)

dn
.:::..:J.
d

=-(C-E)+S
t q

(2.8 )

where ~he individual time derivative of an arbitrary scalar quantity

1jJ is given by

(2.9)

and thE: 3.ymbols are defined as follows:

r· radius

t .. time

u .. radial wind component

v .. tangential wind component
.
a .. vertical a velocity, da/dt

p - pressure

c/, - specific volume

T . temperature

¢ - geopotential

q - water vapor mixing ratio

C - rate of large-scale condensation per unit mass of dry air

E - rate of large-scale evaporation per unit mass of dry air

convective scale source/sink terms

)

)
s u

$ v

$T 

S q

f - constant Coriolis parameter

R - gas constant for air

c - specific heat ccpacity for airp
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K - R/C p

L - latent heat of evaporation

The formulation of the convective-scale source/sink tel"mS is discussed

in sections 2.2 and 2.3, while the formulation of the large-scale

condensation (C) and evaporation (E) is presented in section 2.4. In

the absence of these terms, (2.2)-(2.7) govern adiabat"ic inviscid flow.

As, upper and lower boundary conditions we l"equire that air par

tiel es do not cross the 0 =0 and 0 =1 coordinate surfaces, i.e.

0-=0 at 0=0,1. (2.10)

Integrating (2.5) over the entire vertical column using the boundary

conditions (2.10) gives

vertical column to 0If we now integrate

1
chr_ a fat - - rar . rrrudo.

o
(2.5) from the top of the

(2.11)

using the upper boundary conditi on, we obtain yet anoHel~ form of the

continuity equation
o

rro- = - [0 ~~ + r~r J rrrudo"]' (2.12)
o

Thus, knowledge of the radial wind component u allows computation

of ~~ by means of (2.11), and rro- may then be diagnosed at any 0 level

using (2.12).

Defining the potential temperature

e :: T (PpojK (2.13)

and using the definition of the vertical coordinate (2,1), allows us

to rewrite the thermodynamic equation (2.6) as
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8T dT· [ nj K 8(j aa d7i lT,7+u-;::-+cr.L... ---- -=-(C-E) +5.
at or Po d0 cp dt cp T

(2.14)

The system of equations is now complete consisting of ten equations

{2.11. 2.2~ 2.3, 2.14, 2.8, 2.1 ~ 2.12, 2.7, 2.4 and 2.13} in the ten
.

unknown variables ~, u. v, T, q, p, a, a, ¢, and 8, all of which are

functio',s of the three independent variables (r,a,t) with the exception

of TI which is a function of (r,t) only. Five of these variables are

predict~d (TI, U, V, T and q) while the others are diagnosed.

Fo" purposes of numerical integration it is more convenient to

canside;' the five prognostic equations in flux form rather than in the

advectitle form in which they have been introduced. Using the form of

the coni:inuity equation given by (2.5) and the definition of the total

derivat':ve (2.9), we obtain the flux form of the individual time deriv-

ative D~ an arbitrary scalar quantity ¢ as

dl/J d a a·rr -=..r.. = - (rr¢) + - {rrru¢} + - (rrm~)dt at rar da (2.15)

Accord-lngly, the prognostic equations can be re\lzrhten, and the com-

plete sJ'stem of equations can be arranged for numerical integration in

the fo 11 ow; n9 o:~der.

adt (rrr)

.
rrra - -

1

= - 1- Jr rrrudadr
o

(2.16)

(2.17)

P = Pi + rrer

RTa = -.p -

(2.18)

(2 J 9)
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d~- = - 7fa.da '

d () d ( ) d (. .vdt 7frU = - 8r 7frUU - da 7frau) + (f + r) 7frv

ddt (7frv) = - ddr (7fruv) - ada (7frcrv) - (f +f) 7fru +7fr\ '

"dt (7frT) = - .1- (7fruT) _ (-2.J K .1- (7frcr8)
a dr Po) da

+ 7fraa. (.1- + u .1-) 7f + 7fr 1:.- (C-E) + S
Cp dt drJ Cp 7fr T '

d ( d ( a·at 7frq) = - 8r 7fruq) - da (7fraq) +7fr(-C+ E) + TITS q .

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

Initial conditions are required on the five progncstic variables

7f, u, v,T and q. The initialization procedure as well as the initial

conditions are discussed in chapter 4. The procedure followed ina

single prognostic cycle is as follows.

1) Calculate the tendency of 7f from (2.16).

2) Using the tendency of 7f just calculated, calculate 7frcr from

(2.17).

3) Using (2.18) and (2.19), calculate the geopotential ¢ from

(2.20).

4) Calculate the tendencies of u and v from (2.21) and (2.22).

5) Using (2.23) calculate the tendency of T from (2.24).
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6) ~a'jculate

7) ~n to the first step.

The Jiscrete model cons~3ts of 18 levels in the vertical direction

(Pr=lOO ;T;b) and 64 grid points in the hodzontal direction C~r::15 km).

Horizontal and vertical finite differencing of (2.16)-(2.25) follow the

schemes proposed by Arakawa (1972) and Arakawa. Mintz et al. (1974) for

the UCLA SCM. The vertical differencing is identical to the 1972 UCLA

scheme ile e horizontal differencing is somewhat different due to

the use c~ cylindrical coordinates and considerably simpler due to our

assumptic' of Qx1sym:netry. A discussion of finite differencing of

the large-scale governing equations (2.16)-(2025) is ;ncluded in

Appendix I.

2.2 Par'ar~~terization of Cumulus Convection

The importance of cumulus convection to the genesis. intensifica-

t i on ano. .~~ intenance of the t'topica1 cyC'i one long been esta ished

by observilti studies (ecg. Riehl and Malkus, 196'j; Yanai. 196~a, b).

However, (;31'{'"iy stabf1ity c;n?:.1,yses (Haque, 1952; Syor)~ 1953; Ul'ly,

1960), ich t~eat the dynamics of the cyclo~e in most respects 1ike

a cloud, lv'''!''e l1na,ble to account for the observed size and rates

of tropica'! cyciones. This apparent failure of theaty led ChcHTey and

Eliasser :'195l ; and Ooyama (1964.) to introduce th",: cJilcept of Cond"j-

tional In;ta~ility of the Second Kind (CISK) which embodies a cDopera-

tive inte"2ction between ths cumulus-scale and lerge-scale. :n a

broad se1;e. CISK describes a situation in which the large-scale

circula'Uun is responsible for organizing and mainto"ining curnuh:s

convect-iJ:) i i e
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release of latent heat in deep convective elements. Both Charney and

Eliassen and Ooyama dealt with the large-scale expl';citly, but treated

the convE!ctive scale implicitly, i.e. the cumulus activity was

specified to be a function of the large-scale field!;, or was treated

by what is now commonly referred to as cumulus parameterization.

Although Charney and Eliassen's and Ooyama's work dealt only with

the initial growth of a tropical depression, their c:pproach stimulated

efforts to numerically simulate the life cycle of tr'opical cyclones

with more complicated non-linear models. The convective parameteriza

tions employed in these tropical cyclone models werE' highly empirical,

neglecting many of the physical processes involved in the mutual inter

action of cloud and environment. These included scremes in which the

convective-scale heating rates were dependent upon the large-scale

convergence of water vapor in the atmospheric boundary layer (Ooyama,

1969a, b;Ogura, 1964), and the net large-s.cale convergence of water

vapor. throughout the depth of the troposphere (Kuo, 1965). Such schemes

have performed surprisingly well in numerical integl'ations (e.g.

Yamasaki, .1968a, b; Ooyama, 1969a,b; Rosentha], 1970; Sundqvist, 1970a,

b) ,in whil:;h. the model s have produced many of ,the important features

observed in tropical cyclones. It is generally agreed, however, that

these relatively crude techniques are limited in their ability to

contribute to a greater understanding of the interaction between

cumulus clouds and the cyclone-scale flow in tropical storms,

especially during the developing (or nondeveloping) stages. Unfor

tunately, suitabl e al ternatives were lacking for many years, primarily

because of a lack of knowledge regarding the interaction of clouds

with the larger scale.
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The problem of establishing the physical nature of the interaction

of organized cumulus convection with the large-scale fields is funda

mental to tropical meteorology. A clear understan6ing of this inter

action is in all likelihood essential to an understanding of why the

tropical cyclone is such a rare event. In recent years, many diagnos

tic (and some prognostic) studies have been made which have led to an

improvement in our knowledge of cumulus convection, and consequently

to an improvement in cumulus parameterization theory. Simple one

dimensional cloud models have proven to be useful in diagnosing the

i nteracti 011 of pr'eci pitating cumul us ensembl es with the 1arger-sca1 e

motions (e.g. Yana; et a1., 1973; Ogura and Cho, 1973; Gray, 1973;

Nitta, nn, 1978; Yana i et a1., 1976; Johnson, 1976, 1977). The use

of such idealized models of convection has enabled observationalists

for the first time to extract convective-scale properties directly

from the large-scale observations. The simpler problem of non

precipitating trade wind cumulus convection has also been studied

(e.g. Augstein et al., 1973; Holland and Rasmussen, 1973; Betts, 1975;

Nitta, 1(75) and has contributed to a better understanding of the way

in which the convective-scale fluxes contribute to the growth ard

maintenance the trade inversion. These and other studies have helped

to establish a general consensus on how cumulus clouds modify the

°iarge-scc:le thermodynamic fields.

Ooycma (19Tl) recogni zed the need to improve cumul us parameteri za

tion thec'ry, and was the first to propose a theory taking into account

the coexistence of a spectrum of clouds. The clouds were represented

by independent entraining buoyant el ements dispatchE!d from the mixed
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layer. The theory was not closed, however, since the determination

of the 'dispatcher function ' was left to fu:ure consideration. Even

so , several numeri ca1 experiments have been conducted \'lith the theory

(using empirically derived forms of the dispatcher function) yielding

reasonable rl:sults (Ooyama, 1973; Rosenthal, 1973).

Arakawa and Schubert (1974) have proposed a closed cumulus param

eterization theory which describes the interaction of a spectrally

divided cumulus cloud ensemble with the large-scale environment. With

the exception of one investigation (Wada, 1979) this theory has yet

to be used in the numerical simulation of a tropical cylcone. Since

the theory is the most complete theory proposed to date, we will make

use of it in this study with the hope that it may help provide

additional insight into the interactions between the cumulus-scale

and large-scale which lead to tropical cyclone developrrent. In this

sect ion we di scuss the formul ati on of the Arakawa-Schubel~t cumul us

parameterization theory. Several simplifications have been made

to the theory for computational reasons and will be noted in the

discussion.

The mutual interaction between the cloud ensemble and the large

scale environment is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 2.1 where the

equations of the theory have been grouped into three ce.tegories:

feedback, static control, and dynamic control (Schubert, 1974). The

equations which constitute the feedback part of the loop describe

how the cumulus-scale transport terms and source/sink terms modify

the large-scale thermodynamic fields, while the equations comprising

the static and dynamic control parts of the interaction loop describe



LARGE - SCALE
ENVIRONMENT

I FEED~!\C_~_ . _~~
__~_---J cumulus terms in _-~ .~ I nrf\nnf\t:ti,.. o""In-+:,..f"'\'" I ~, ,', I C ;;,-ii~):-~~;"- I . -~

I CUMULUS CLOUD '
ENSEMBLE

s( p) q(p)

sM qM

TJ (p,M
sc(p,~)

qc(p,~) I mB(~)
t (p,p)

~D(P) or po(p)

STATIC CONTROL

__ I sub-ensemble budgets'l------
saturation relation,
vanishing buoyancy at
detrainment level.

[DYNAMIC CONTR9L I
integral equation

for me( Pl.

--'
U1

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of cloud-environment interaction(after Schubert, 1974).
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how the properties of the cloud ensemble are controlled by the 1arge-

scale fields. We continue our discussion of the parameterization

theory within this framework.

2.2.1 Feedback

The complete theory divides the large-scale envirormen1: into a

subc10ud mixed layer of variable depth and the region of cumulus con

vection above the mixed layer, separated by an infinitesimally thin

transition layer (see Fig. 2.2). In the subc10ud mixed layer the dry

static energy (s == CpT +¢), water vapor mixing ratio q, and therefore

the moist static energy h, are constant with height and are denoted

by the symbol sSM' qM' and hW The top of the subc1 oud mixE~d 1ayer

PB is generally somewhat below cloud base PC' B<e1ow PB' convective

scale transports are accomplished by the turbulence of the mixed layer,

where the turbulence is confined below PB by the stable and infinites

imally thin transition layer. Across the transition layer there can

be discontinuities in the dry static energy and moistun:, a~; well as

discontinuities in the convective-scale fluxes. Above ~B the convec

tive-seal e transports are accomp1 i shed by the cloud ensemb1 E!. Let us

write the heat and moisture budget equations for this rl:gion in terms

of dry static energy -s and water vapor mixing ra.tio q (c':. Yanai

et a1., 1973). These are

as - - - as a (I I ) L,- (1- = - \V • 'iJs - w - - - w So + r. + Rat ap ap ~

and

(2.26)
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Figure 2.2 Typical ITel profiles of s , h , and 11* Above PB these profiles are
those of Yanai et al. (1973). The schematic sub-ensemble has cloud
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~ - - - an a [= - \V • V'q - W ..:::..::l.. - - Wi ( qI+~ I) ] - Rat ap ap (2.27)

The barred quantities represent horizontal averages over ar area large

enough to contain an ensemble of clouds, but small enoL:gh ~o as only

to cover a fraction of a large-scale disturbance. The primed quanti-

ties represent deviations from the horizontal averages and are inter-

preted as convective-scale properties, while the quantity F: is the

convective-scale liquid water sink (i.e. the water remc,ved by convec

tion in the form of precipitation). The liquid water ~tatic energy

sR, :: S - LR, is the static energy analogue of the liquic i water potential

temperature introduced by Betts (1975).

In addition to the vertical transport of heat and moi~ture, we

allow the cumulus ensemble to vertically transport (i.e. rE'distribute)

horizontal momentum. A budget equation, which is similar to those

for heat and moisture, can be derived for the horizontC:cl momentum \V

and is written

a \V - - - a \V - - a (---)at = - \V • v \V - w ap - f Ikx \V - v~ - 'ap Wi\\, I • (2.28)

Foll owi ng Schubert (1974) we express the convecti ve-scC:.l e 1'1 uxes of

dry static energy, water vapor, liquid water, and hori:t:ontc:l momen-

tum as

t' (-;rsl:) ::: Fs (p) =

p -p
-f B n(P,P) [sc(p,p) - s{ p) ] mB(p) dP

PB-PT
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PB-P-f n(P,P) [qc(p,p) - q(p)J mB(p) dp p 2. PB , (2.30)

PB~PT

t (-w 1 9') :: F~ (p) =

PB'-P
-J n(p,p) ~(p,p) mB(p) dp

PB-PT

(2.3l)

t ~ -w I WT) :: F \V (p) =

PB-P
-J Tl (p, p) [\Vc(p, p) - \V ( p) J mB(p) di) P ~ PB· (2 .32)

P13- PT

We see from (2.29)-(2.32) that the cumulus cloud ensemble has been

spectrally ctividedinto 'sub-ensembles' each of which "is characterized

by its pres~,ure depth P :: PB-PO' where Po is the detra"inment pressure

level. Our use of p as the spectral parameter differs from the origi

nal formulation in which the sub-ensembles were characterized by the

fractional E!ntrainment rate A. This alteration is motivated by

computationcll convenience and will be discussed furthel~ when we con-

sidE~r the dynami c control part of the theory. Thus, the dry stati c

energy, watE~r vapor, liquid water and horizontal vector' momentum inside

sub-ensE!mblE! p at level P are respectively denoted by sc(p,p), qc(p,p),

£(p,p) crnd IVC(p,p). The vertical mass flux at level p due to sub

ensemblE: pis n(p,p)mB(p)dp where n(P,P) is the normal"ized mass flux
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which has unit value at the top of the sub-cloud mixed layer PB' A

simple ph.ysical interpretation of (2.29)--~2.32) is that for each sub

ensemble p, the net upward flux at level P of a particular quantity

(such as s or W) is given by the difference between the upward flux

of that quantity inside the sub-ensemble (denoted by subscript c) and

the downward flux of the environmental value (denotej by a bar). This

downward mass flux in the environment is merely the :omp,:!nsating sub-

sidence produced by the sub-ensemble. Since the enviromnent does not

contain l'iquid water there is no downward flux of liquid water due to

environmental subsidence, and the convective--scale 1 iquid water flux

takes a si:mpler form. The total ensemble flux at le'{el i> of any

quantity (such as Fs or F
W

) is then given by an intl=gra", over all

sub-ensembles which penetrate level p.

By combining the three basic fluxes Fs ' Fq, and F.l(. He can rewrite

(2.26) and (2.27) as

and

where

dS _ dS I + g.1.... F + LR
at - at L.S. ap s-u'

Ei-Eil aat - at LoS. + gap Fq+,Q, - R

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)
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and the la~ger scale contributions to the time derivatives on the left

hand side)f (2.26) and (2.27) have been grouped into one term denoted

with the subscript L.S. Similarly, (2.28) can also be rewritten

a\v = 3\V! +9.l-F
d t d t L.S. ap \V •

lhe convective liquid water sink R is defined by

p -pB
r A A A A A

R( p) :Co - g J n(P, p) Co (p)9" (P, P)mB( p) dP

PB-PT

(2.37)

(2.38)

The e)pression for R states that the quantity of water removed from

the atmosphere at level p by sub-ensemble p is simply proportional to

the stb-ensemble liquid water content at that level. Physically this

means that a certain fraction of the liquid water content (or cloud

dropl E!ts) of each sub-ensembl e is converted to ra ind~'opl ets (as

speci':ied by the coefficient co(p)) which are immediately removed

from the 5ystem (i.e. they are assumed to reach the 9round withr-ut

evapOl'atirlg). As originally formul ated, Arakawa and Schubert chose

a con:;tant autoconversion coeffici ent Co of 2.0 x 10-3m- l so that the

cal cu"1 atecl values of the cloud 1i qui d water content woul d approximately

agree with observed values. However, Silva Dias and Schubert (1977)

used ";he y'esuHs of a theoretical parametric model of cumulus convection

(Lope:~, 1973) to demonstrate that a constant val ue of Co probably

ul1der~stirlated the precipitation associated with deep clouds while

overe;timating the precipitation associated with shallow clouds, In

a one diml~nsiona 1 (' semi -prognostic ') model which incorporated the



(2.39)
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Arakawa-Schubert parameterization scheme, they went on t) show that the

choice of a variable autoeonversion coefficient (which p'oduced more

reasonable precipitation rates) had little effect on the cloud popula

tion produced by the model, although it did slightly dec:oease the

magnitude of the temperature and moisture tendencies associated with

the paraml~terized convecti on. Thus, we have chosen to u:;e an auto-

conversion coefficient Co which is dependent upon p (see Fig. 2.3)

such that the deep clouds are more efficient at producin!) precipita··

tion while the shallow clouds are less efficient.

Since R(p) then represents the total ensemble sink of liquid

water at level p, we obtain the total ensemble preciJitation rate (I))

by integrclting R(p) over the depth of the model atmo::;phel'e,

PB
p = 1 I R(p)dp.

g PT

Belo\'1 PB the convective-scale fluxes of s, q and \V ere 1inear 'in

pressure \'tith the values (Fs)S' (Fq)S and (FW)S at ":he ~urface, and

the convective-scale flux of ~ is zero everywhere. ::n tte complete

theory, the surface fl uxes and convective-seal e fl UXI~S of heat and

moisture at PS- determine the time variation of the depU of the sub

cloud mixed layer. However, the present version of the tropical

cyclone model does not include a mixed layer of variable depth, but

rather a 'mixed layer' whose top is defined by a fixed sigma coordinate

surface. Thus, for computational reasons, we find it necessary to

modify the way in which the cumulus ensemble interacts with the mixE!d

layer. This modification involves allowing the cumulus convection to

directly influence the energy budget of the mixed layer, rather than
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determining the depth of the mixed layer as in the mOl'e general theory.

The budget equations for the dry static energy, moisture and momentum

of the mixed layer (sM' qM and WM respectively) are qiven by

(2.40)

(2.41)

and

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

where

(FS)B = £:IsMB

(Fq) B = £:IqMB

( F\V) B = b. \VMB

In (2.43) the symbol delta represents the jump of the particular

property across the top of the sub-cloud mixed layer Pa(e.g. As ~

S(PBJ-SM). The quantity MB is the total cloud base mass flux

associated with the cumulus ensemble, i.e.
o

MB = -f mB(p) dp .

PB-PT

We note that in the above formulation, the convectivE-scale fluxes of

sand q are continuous across the top of the subclouc mixed layer even

though the large-scale values are not. One additional approximation

we make is that the cloud base PC and the top of the model mixed layer

Ps are one and the same.
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The cumulus ensemble transport terms, F. Ln' F +,., F\\I' MB, ands- IV q >~ IV

the cumul u~ ensemb'j e source/sink term R constitute the feedback 'part

of the interaction loop shown in Fig. 2.1. From (2.29), (2.30), (2.31),

(2,,32), (2.38) and (2.44) we see that the determination of these quan

tities is equivalent to the determination of n(p,~), sc(p,~), qc(p,~),

~(p,~), \Vc(p,~) and mB(~)' All except mB(~) are detE~rmined in the

static control part of the interaction loop while mB(~) is determined

by the dynamic control. Once these quantities are known, it is possible

to predict the time variation of the temperature and moisture field

both above and below PB'

2.2.2 Static control

The sLb-ensemble normalized mass flux, moist static energy and

total water content are determined from their respective budget equa

tions. These are given by

(2.45)

(2.46)

and

where the flractional entrainment rate A(p) has the unHs Pa-1 . The air

inside the sub-ensembles (or clouds) is assumed to be saturated at a

temperature only slightly different than the environment, an assumption

which gives rise to the saturation relation

(2.48)
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where q*{p) is the saturation value of q at level p, h*{p) is the

saturated moist static energy at level p and y{p) .=1... [dc?T*] (cf.
cp . p

Arakawa, 1969). In order to determine the individual sub-ensemble

budgets, knowledge of the fractional entrainment rate A.{p) is requir'ed.

This entrainment rate is given by the vanishing bouyancy condition

Sv (p,p) =Sv{p) ,
c

or using the definition of the virtual dry static energ)

Sv (p,p) = s{p) +CpT{P) o[qc{p,p) - q{p)J ,
c

where 0 = 0.608 .

(2.49)

(2.50)

The sub-ensemble horizontal momentum Wc{p,p) must be determine!d

as a function of the large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic fields.

This is a more difficult problem, since Wc{p,p) is not a conserved

quantity as are some thermodynamic properties. Convective-scale

pressure gradients, as well as stresses produced by the large shears

present between the updraft and environment motions, are likely to

produce some modification to the lin cloud' horizontal momentum. How-

ever, here we follow the simple alternative (e.g. Ooyama, 1971; Arakawa,

Mintz et a1., 1974; Schneider and Lindzen, 1976) of assuming that "'c

is conservative. This leads to the sub-ensemble budg,:t equation for'

momentum

d A A A A_8P [n{p,p) Wc{p,p)] = -A{p)n{p,p) W{p) (2.51)

Thus, the static control part of the interaction loop consists of

the six equations (2.45)-{2.48), (2.50), and (2.51) in the six unknown

lThe effects of liquid water have been neglected.
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variables n(p,p), sc(p,p), qc(p,pj, 5/,(p,p), 71.(13), and \Vc(p,p). Since

(2.45)-(2.47) and (2.51) are differential equations which are solved

upward fl'om PB' they require the appropriate boundal~Y conditions which

are n(PB"p) = 1, hc(PB,P) = hW qc(PB'P) = qM' 5/,( PB'P) = 0 and Wc(PB'P) =

WM •

2.2.3 Dynamic control and the optimal adjustment method

The last remaining problem is the determination of the mass flux

distribution function mB(p) since once it is known, the time variation

of the temperature, moisture and momentum fields can be predicted from

{2.33), (2.34), (2.37) and (2.40)-(2.42). In order to determine

mB(p), Arakawa and Schubert first introduce the cloud work function

PB
A(p) = J An(P,P) [sv (p,P) - sv(p)] ;t- ' (2.52)

Po(p) c

an integr'al measure of the bouyancy force associated with sub-ensemble

'p, with the weighting function n(p,p). Physically, A(p) > a can be

thought of as a genera1i zed criterion for moist convective instabi 1ity,

~~hile A(ii)~O is indicative of a neutral or stable situation. It is

a'lso a mE~asure of the efficiency of kinetic energy qeneration by buoy

ancy forces for 5ub-ensembl e p. Since the variabl es in the integrand

of (2.52: are either prognostic variables, or are related diagnostically

to prognostic variables, the time rate of change of A{p) can be written

in terms of the time derivatives of sM' qM' s(p), and q(p) (we here

after ref.er to barred and mixed layer quantities as 'large-scale l

quantities). These time derivatives are in turn related to two types

of terms' convective-scale terms which are proportional to the cloud
A

base mas~. flux distribution mB(p), and the large-scale terms which
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include horizontal and vertical advection, radiation, and surface

eddy fluxes (see equations (2.26), (2.27) and (2.40)-(2.41)). Thus,

the time rate of change of A(~) can be expressed as tte sum of convec

tively induced changes and large-scale changes (in wrich we have in

cl uded surface eddy fl uxes), or

(2.53)

A

Since the convective-scale terms depend l"inearly on mB(p) and an

sub-ensemb1 ;es partici pate in determining aA(p): , \I~e can write
at Ic.s.

A

aA(p)
at

o
= -J K(p,p~) mB(p~) dP~ + FLoS.{P)

PB-PT

(2. !54)

where the kernel K(p,p~) and the forcing FL.S.(P) are known. The

kernel represents either a destruction or generation of A(p) by sub

ensemble p~ if sub-ensemble p~ has unit cloud base mass flux.

Arakawa and Schubert proposed a closure h,}'pothesi s, referred to

as quasi-equilibrium, which requires balance bE!tween the large-scale

generation of A(p) and the convective-scale destructio1 of A(p) for

all sub-ensembles. Mathematically this closure hypoth~sis takes the

form
o

-I K(p,P~) mB(p~) dp~ + FL.S.(P) = 0
PB-PT

(2 n')••).J

It is appropriate at this point to consider the use of p (pressur'e

depth) as the spectral parameter, rather than A. (fractional entrainmE!rlt

rate) as in the original theory. Because we will be incorporating

the parameterization scheme in a vertically discrete model atmosphere!
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the use o'f A as the spectral paramEter must be reconsidered since in

order to ':ollow sub-ensemble A in time, the detrainm,ent pressure level

PO(A) (and hence the detrainment sigma level O"O(A)) '....ould become a

function of time. Since the vertical coordinate is fixed for all time

at a finite number of points, A could be retained only with interpola

tion of tfle cloud work function in A-space which wou'ld introduce sig

nificant errors in the application of the theory. Thus we have chosen

~, the cloud depth pressure as the spectral parameter since the cal

culation of a~~~) poses much less of a computational problem.

We now note that this change in the spectral parameter somewhat

a'lters quasi-equilibrium as originally formulated, since a~~p) f d~P') .
The exact relationship between the two forms can be 'Nritten

(2.56)

The use 0': p as the spectral parameter gives rise to a second term

which was not present in the original theory. This involves the time
A

rate of change of the fractional entrainment rate of sub-ensemble p,

since A is now an independent variable. The selection of the spectral

parameter is one of the arbitrary aspects of the cloJd model, and it

is not clear that the choice of A has any more physical significance

than the choice of p; i.e. the choice of ~ as the spectral parameter

may be ju~;t as reasonable as the choice of A. As one example, Lord

(1978) has recently assembled observational evidence which shows the

c'loud wor!( function to be a quasi-universal function of detrainment

level p 1
C Since this is yet an unresolved aspect of the cloud model,

1In ":he absence of surface pressure variations, our spectral
parameter of sub-ensemble pressure depth reduces to sub-ensemble
d;9trainment pressure 1evel as suggested by LOl~d n971:3).
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and since from a computational point of view we are forced to use a

spectral parameter other than fractional entrainment rate, we proceed
A

with our use of p noting the modification this makes to the original

formulation of quasi-equilibrium.

Requiring balance between the large-scale generation and convec

tive-seal e dl~struction of A{p) means that our equation for mB0)) take~;

the form of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. The

various schemes suggested for solving this type of equation do not

guarantee a non-negative mass flux distribution which is a necessary

constraint if the solution is to be regarded as physically reasonable.

In order to avoid the difficulties associated with obtaining negative

cloud base mass fluxes in the solution, we have chosen to restate the

quasi-equilibrium hypothesis as an optimization problem (Hack and
A

Schubert, 19'76) which can be written in the following fJrm. Let P

represent the subset of the p domain for which FL.S. (p) > O. We wish

then to

minimize f c{p) aA{~) d~
A at
p

subject to

a~ip) = fA K{p,p~)mB{p~)dP~ + FL.S. (p) ,

P
A

mB( p) ~ a ,
A

aA{p) < 0at - . (2.5:')

Formulating the problem in this way requires qua:si-equilibrium to be

satisified as closely as possible while constraining th~ cloud base

mass flux distribution to be non-negative. This particular formulation
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of the problem is referred to as the 'overadjustment easel by Silva

Dias and Schubert (1977) who have investigated other formulations of

the optimat ion probl em (underadjustment and free vari abl e cases). In

(2.57) both a~ipt and mB(p) are regarded as unknowns while c(p},

K(p,p') and FL.S.(P) are regarded as knowns. The weighting function

c(p) is defined to be negative in order to maintain a mathematically

well posec minimi:~ation problem. The discrete form of (2.57) turns

out to be a linear programming problem which is read'ily solved using

the simplex method (Dantzig, 1963; Luenberger, 1973) and is discussed

in the following paragraphs as the optimal adjustmen·~ method.

As we saw in section 2.2.1, the processes which contribute to

changes in the large-scale temperature, moisture, and momentum fields

can be divided into two parts: large-scale terms, consisting of large-

scale horizontal and vertical advection, large-scale pressure gradient

and Corio' is accelerations, radiation and surface eddy fluxes; and

convecti Vl~-sca1e terms, consi sting of convective-sea lie fl ux divergence

and source/sink terms (see equations (2.26), (2.27), (2.28), (2.40)

(:2.42)). In the tropical cyclone model, the large-scale terms and

convect iVI~-scal e terms are computed separately usi ng di fferent bme

steps. Typically these time steps are 20 seconds for the large-scale

terms and 300 seconds for the convective-scale terms. Thus, it is

convenien~ from a computational point of view to formulate the cumulus

parameter-ization in terms of an adjustment process. Although we have

used the \~ord I adjustment lour procedure shoul d not be confused wi th

the moist convective adjustment methods used in many numerical models.

The adjus':ment process we will discuss is purely a consequence of the

time disC"etization associated with the numerical model.
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1

Let mB. be the clold base mass
1

be the amount that the i th cloud
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Let us define the atmosphere to be stabl e to sub··ensembl e p if

the cloud work function A(p) is smaller than some critical value Ac(j».

Thus, the atmosphere is considered to be respectively '1eutral or un

stable to each sub-ensembl e depending on whether A(p) equal s or exceE!ds

this critical value. If the large-scale terms push the atmosphere into

an unstable state, it is the job of the dynamic control (2.57) to

determine a mass flux distribution which will adjust the atmosphere

back at least to (but at the same time as close as possible to) the

neutral state for each p subject to the constraint thai: each sub

ensemble mass flux be non-negative (see Fig. 2.4). Th"s is the dis

crete analogue of (2.57) which we will discuss in mathE!matical form

in the remainder of this section.

Suppose we have n cloud types (where a 'cloud-typE" is the dis-

crete analogue of 'sub-ensemble').

flux of the i th cloud type and bi
work function exceeds the neutral

cloud type j contri butes an amount K.. per unit mass f"I ux to the relJ

duction of bi (where Kij is the discrete analogue of the kernel

K(p,p~)), we can write

(2.5H)
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Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of the optimal adjustment method.
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Equation (2.58) states that an adjustment greater than or equa"\ to b

must occur for each i and that each sub-ensemble (cloud type) mass flux

must be non-negative.

Each inequality in (2.58) can be converted to an !~quality by

introducing a 'surplus variable' x. For inequality i, the surplus

variabl e Xi represents the surpl us adjustment done to \'/ork function i.

Thus, inequality i takes the form

(2.~9)

The objective is to minimize some measure of the surplus adjustment.

Assuming that this measure is linear and gross in character we can

write

n

minimize L c.x.
1 1

i=l

subject to

KllmB + K12mB + .•. + KlnmB - Xl = bl1 2 n

K21 mB + K22mB + ... + K2nmB - x2 = b21 2 n

and

X > 0 .n - , (2.60)

where ci are the weights. In more compact vector notation we can

write
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minimize
++
c·x ,

, -+ -+ 7-
IK mB - x = 0 ,

-+
x > 0 (2.61 )

Thus we have jne minimization objective, n adjustment constraints and

2n non-negati~'ity constraints. Solution of the problem yields the n

unknown sub-e1semble mass fluxes, the n unknown surplus adjustments,
n

and the value of our objective function, I c.x. , which is a gross
. 1 1 11=

measure of the surplus adjustment. The opt1mization problem as for-

mulated is easily solved using the simplex method of 1in,=ar programming.

From a computational point of view however this 'overadjustment' for

mulation is not the most convenient way to go since the simplex proce-

dure requires a basic feasible solution with which to start. A simple

reintE~rpretat'on of the optimization problem allows the formulation of

the 'underadjustment case' which can be written (cf. 5i"lva Dias and

Schub!~rt, 19n)

minimize
++cox ,

subject to
+ + ~

- IK mB + x = -0 ,

+
x > 0 . (2.62)

In this case, the initial basic feasible solution required by the

simplex procedure is given by the 'slack variables' ; .

Silva Dias and Schubert (1977) have studied the sensitivity of the

linear programming problem to the selection of the weighting function
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t and have detennined that the most physically reasonable results are

obtained whe!n using c.=b.-1 (i.e. making the weighting ·:unction inversely
1 1

proportional to the desired adjustment). This is the ~rocedure we

follow in this study.

2.3 Representation of Other Convective-Scale Processes and Radiation

2.3.1 ,Surface energy exchanges

As knowl edge of the pl anetary boundary 1ayer has improved. so ha'ie

boundary layer parameterization methods. A large number of these

methods now exist in the published literature, many of which treat

boundary layer processes in detail employing sophisticated techniques

to estimate surface energy interactions. Although some recent modelillg

efforts have begun to make use of some of these approaches (e.g.

Kurihara and Tuleya, 1974; Rosenthal, 1978), the! crude :lssumptions we

have made in section 2.2 regarding the behavior of our model 'mixed

layer' would not seem to justify the immediate use of t1ese schemes.

ConsequentlY~1 all surface energy exchanges are simply parameterized

by the bulk aerodynamic method.

The flux of dry static energy (equivalentlY' sensib'le heat) from

the sea surfalce is given by

(2.62 )

the flux of total water (water vapor) by

(2.64)

and the surface stress by

(2.65)
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where there is no distinction between the exchange coefficients for

heat, moistu''''e, or momentum. We have chosen

CD =0.0015, {2.66}

a value whic~ is most consistent with those estimated from observations

{see Businge~ and Sequin, 1977}.

2.3.2 Horizontal and vertical diffusion processes

In addidon to the parameterized vertical transports of heat,

moisture and momentum discussed in section 2.2, we also include non-

linear horizontal and vertical eddy diffusion processes. These can be

written as

and

=;r [ 33r (~KHr ~~)
.KHU] 3D ___ +.9._,

u r ~ elO' u

=~r [ 33r
[ 3U] .KHV] aD 7TK r - - -- +.9. - ,v H ar r 7T elO' v

DT
= _1 l (7TK r aT )

~r elr H elr

D = _1 l (7TK r 1.9. )q ~r elr H elr

(2.67)

{2.68}

{2.69}

(2.70)

The lateral eddy mixing coefficient is written as the sum of a linear

and nonl ineal' term

{2.7l}

wherl~ the second term comes from the nonl i near vi scosity scheme pro-

posed by Smagorinsky {1963}. The quantity IDI is the magnitude of the

tota'\ deformation field defined as

(2.72)
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and the characteristic horizontal length scale ~H is given by

(2.73)

A value of 0.2 is used for the parameter ko. This va"'ue has been used

in previous modeling studies of the tropical cyclone giving maximum
4 .)

values of the nonlinear term on the order of 2x 10 mL/s in the eye-

wall of thE! model storm (Kurihara, 1975; Rosenthal, 1978).

The turbulent fluxes of momentum (or internal stresses) attribut-

able to convective-scale eddies (other than those due to parameterized

moist convection) are given by

Kvgp
2

au'T
k

- -
'IT dO"

and
K gp2 avv

'Tv - - ,
'IT dO"

(2.74)

(2.75)

where p is the density and Kv is the vertical eddy miring coefficient

defined as

K = K +~ 2 .9£.ld\V1
v v0 V 'IT dO"

(2.76)

Aconstant vertical mixing length of 30 m is chosen fer ~v which cor

responds to the 'neutral mixing length' used in Kurihara and Tuleya

(1974).

In order to gain some insight into what constitute acceptable

values of the constant eddy mixing coefficients KH and K ,we
o Vo

proceed with the following analysis. We start with the horizontal

diffusion problem by considering a linearized tangential momentum

equation of the form
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~= K [,/- -llv=K [.-L(ravj - ';2J . (2.77)at Ho r 2 J Ho rar ar

Defining th2' order m Hankel transform pair as

ljJ(r,t) = rlO~(k,t) J (kr) kdk
o m

~ (k, t) = f; ljJ (r, t) Jm(kr)

(2.78)

rdr

the first or'der transform of (2.77) can be written as

Integrating (2.79) by parts gives

which can be simplified to

A Ioo
2av 2·'at = - KH vk Jl (kr) rdr = - K

Ho
k v

o 0

The solution to the transformed governing equation is

(2.79)

(2.80)

(2.81)

(2.82)

from which we obtain the solution to our original equation (2.77) as

-K k2t

v(r,t) = Ioo

v(k,O) e Ho Jl(kr) kdk ,

o
(2.83)

In oreer to see more clearly what effect the choice of KH has on
o

the soluticn, we evaluate (2.83) for an initial tangential wind of the

fOt'm
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Figure 2.5 The normal ized Hankel transform of the initial wind
fi e1d given by (2.84). .
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v(r,O) =;
o

The Hankel tr'ansformed initial condition is

2 2
" ~ f 00 -r /2r
v(k,O) =~ reo

a

(2.84)

(2.85)

whi ch can also be written (see Erdelyi et a1., 1954, Volume 2, pg. 29)

" 3 ~(1-k2r 2)
v(k,O) = r k e 0o (2.86)

This transform is plotted for selected values of ro (50, 100, and 200

"km) in Fig. 2.5. This figure (which shows v(k,O) normalized by its

maximum va'lue as a function of k) suggests considerably faster decay

for the smaller of the three vortices since a much larger portion of

its amplitude spectrum is concentrated in high wavenumbers. Sllbsti-

tuting (2.86) into (2.83) we obtain the time dependent solution for

initial condition (2.84) as

v(r,t) =

2KHtJ-2o r
1+-~2~ -

r roo

(2.87)

The solution is plotted as a function of r/ro for selected values of

t (where t is expressed in terms of rand K.. ) in Fig. 2.6.o 'lio
It is eften more useful to study the time dependent nature of

SomE! property of the solution such as kinetic energy. Defining the

total kinetic energy of the system to be KE =I~ irdr , we use (2.87)

to obtain He normalized kinetic energy as a function of time
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[
2~ t ].-2KE _ 1 + 0

(KE)o - 2ro
(2.88)

where (KE)o is the initial total kinetic energy associated with (2.84).

This normal'zed kinetic energy is plotted as a function of dimension-

1ess time [2~~t] in Fi g. 2.7. Let us contrast the di ss ipati on of

kinetic enel"gy with the decay of the maximum tangential wind. The

radius of the maximum tangential wind can be expressed by

(2.89)

Substituting this relation into (2.87) leads to an expression for the

maximum tangential wind as a function of time

v = [1max (2.90)

which is plotted in Fig. 2.8. Comparison of (2.88) and (2.90) s;.ows

that the kinetic energy of the system is at all times decaying at a

faster rate.

Thus, we consider the time it takes to halve the initial vortex

kinetic energy as a function of KH . (The maximum tangential wind for
o

this time is given by vmax= 0.595.) Since previous axisymmetric

tropical cyclone (cloud cluster) models have used values of K
Ho

which

range from 103 m2/s (e.g. Ooyama, 196ga) to 105 m2/s (e.g. Fingerhut,

1978), we have constructed Table 2.1 which shows the time (in days)

it takes to halve the i ni ti a1 total ki neti c energy for r =50, 100, ando
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KH (m2/s)
ro(km)

50 100 2000

103 5.993 23.971 95.883

104 0.599 2.397 9.58B

105 0.060 0.240 0.959

Table 2.1 The time (in days) required to halve
the initial total kinetic energy of
the vortex given by (2.84) for
ro = 50, 100 and 200 km.
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3 4 5 2200 km, and KH = 10 , 10 , and 10 m Is. Values of the constant
o

horizontal eddy mixing coefficient in excess of 104 m2/s seem to give

unacceptably high decay rates. Consequently, we have chosen KH =
o

5.0x 103 m2/s for the numerical results presented in th'is study (cf.

Rosenthal, 1978).

Finally, we address the problem of selecting a reasonable value

of Kv by considering the linear equation
o

(2.91)

where p =constant has been assumed for the purpose of this analysis.
;\2tAssuming a so"lution of the fonn v(o,t) = Ve- '1'(0) we obtain

a2If' ;\2
-+-1f'=0,
"I 22
00 l.l

the solution of which may be written

(2.92:

'If'(o) =ACOS(.~ o]+Bsin (~ 0] (2.93)

Since we wish only to investigate the role of internal s':resses, we

apply no stress boundary conditions ~~ = 0 at 0 = 0,1 to (2.93) which

yields an expression for the eigenfunctions 'n(o)

where (2.94)

The coefficient An is chosen to be

A = 1
1

n 12

n=O

n10
(2.95)
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in order to Siuarantee th.e orthonormality of the eigenfunctions '¥n .

Thus the comnete solution can be written

2
v(a,t) = ~ V e-(nTIP) t ~ (a)

l n n
n

WherE!
1

Vn = J v(a,O) ~n(a) da .
a

As an e>:amp1e, we consider the following initial condition

(2.96)

(2.97)

[a-az _ ,]2 [2 cr-cr2
+ 1) a1~a ~a2a1-a2 a1-a2

v(()', C) = (2.98)
[a - a2 _ J2,( a-a

+ 1)1 2 2
a2~a~a3a3-a2 a1-a2

where a1 =a and a3 ='I. From (2.97) we have

cos (nTIa) da

- Ja2+ (a-a2 -1) 2 (2 a-a2 +1) cos (nTIa) da ,
1-a2 1-a2

°
which when integrated by parts gives

v = ko 2

c11'2
V = - [ ( -1) n + 1 - 2cos (nTI/2) ]
n (nTI)4

(2.99)

(2. 100)

where' c1 :: 96 and we have chosen a2 = ~. Substituting this result

into (2.96) gives the solution
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2c . 2
-'-:-4 [(-l)n+1-2cos(mr/2)] e-(mrp ) t cos(n'ITa) .
(n'IT) (2.101)

The solution at t =a and t =1 day is shown for three different values

2 ( -3of]J which are interpreted in terms of K assuming p =0.92 kg m
Vo

and a surface pressure Ps of 1000 mb) in Fi g. 2.9. The use of K =
Vo

25 m2/s as in Anthes (1977) appears from this analysis to produce

an unacceptably large modification of the initial profile after one

day. Al though K :: 5 is more reasonabl e, we choose K =1 for the
vo vo

numerical simulations conducted in this study since the vertical

diffusion is meant to represent turbulent momentum transport attribut-

able to processes other than parameterized convection. In a linear

sense, we assume this is a small effect.

2.3.3 pry convection

If the potential temperature is ever found to decrease with height,

we assume that convective-scale dry convection will occur and that a

dry adiabatic lapse rate will result. This dry adiabatic adjustment

(or dry convective adjustment) is accomplished with a procedure

devel oped b~' J. W. Kim and A. Arakawa for the UCLA GCM, and is dp.-

scribed in Appendix C.

2.3.4 Longwave and shortwave radiative processes

The ef'~ects of longwave and shortwave radiation are included by

a s'imple radiative parameterization scheme in which thiS! term QR

is determin!:d as the wei ghted average of a perturbed and unperturbed

net radiati'fe heating rate. Four radiative heating p~~ofi1es are con-

tained in a lookup table in the model, consisting of a longwave and

sholrtwave pl'ofil e for both the convectively disturbed and convectively
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supprl~ssed cases di scussed by Cox and Gri ffith (1979). These profil es

are shown in Fig. 2.10. The net radiative heating rates (for both the

disturbed and suppressed case) are obtained as the sum of their

respectivl! longwave and shortwave components

(2.102 )

where the shortwave component is given by

o

1T - [rt 12JJ2 QSW cos 21T l 24 )
(2.103 )

and Qsw ;~; the shortwave component averaged over the twelve daylight

hours (see Fig. 2.10). The total radiative heating rate QR/cP is

obtained 25 a weighted average of the two profiles (disturbed and

supprEssed) determined above according to the relation

QR : (l-a) Qsuppressed + a Qdisturbed .

The weighting parameter is given by

(2.104 )

o

a = max (2.105)

min 'RHmax - RH
1- RH - RH .

max mln

where RH is an average relative humidity in the upper' troposphere.

Presently, we obtain RH from the upper four layers (rlJ 200 mb) of the

model and use values of RHmax =0.85 and RHmin =0.45.

2.3.5 Summary of the convective-scale source tE:rms and radiation

Let us now summarize the convective-scale source terms which

appear in the large-scale governing equations. They consist of the
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many processes which have been described in sections 2.2 and 2.3 and

can be written as

s =.[ .oFU +-' I~ fiTK r au~ _ iTKHU 1+ ii
u iT a a iTf ar l H Cl r) r 'IT

2
a (K .9.e-. av)
aa II 'iT aa' (2.106 )

s = 9 .oFv + l'~ riTK r.£.Y.) _ iTKHv I +.9. ~ (K ~. av) (2.107)
v iT aa 7fr ar l H ar r I 'IT da If 'IT acr'

s = -' 1.9- .1... F L + LR \1 +T cp 'IT d0 s- i ifr
a [K ail + Qar 7T Hr

;~rJ f~ (2.108 )

S = g
q iT

d F _R+_1 d
;~a q+~ ifr ar (2.109 )

2.4 Large-Scale Condensation

The convective scale condensation, evapoy'ation a ld p"ec;pitation

caused by the parameterized cumulus convection discus;ed In section

2.2 can occur when the atmosphere is not saturated ir a large-scale

sense. In addition, large-scale condensation, evapor~tion and precip-

itation can occur when the air becomes saturated and !'emains saturated

in a large-scale sense.

Neglecting for the moment convective-scale contl'ibu':ions to the

heat and moisture budgets allows the thermodynamic equation (2.6) ard

water vapor mass continuity equation (2.8) to be writ1:en as

and

dT a dp =
dt - cp dt

L- (C-E)
c p

(2.110)

~ = -(C-E)
dt '

(2.111)
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where C and E are respectively the rates of large-scale condensation

and evaporation per unit mass of dry air. If the air is saturated and

remains s3.turdted, E vanishes and C is related to the individual time

change of the saturation mixing ratio such that

-~C - dt

Thus. if in the course of integration the air becomes super-

saturated on the scale of the grid~ large-scale condensation and

(2.112)

release of lat.ent heat is assumed to occur. The excess water removed

from a supersaturated layer is allowed to precipitate into the next

lower "layEr ard to evaporate completely. This process mC!y bring that

layer to supersaturation, in which case the excess is removed and

precipitated to the nE!xt lower layer. When the bottom layer of the

model is reached, an E!XCeSS is assumed to fa 11 to the earth I s surface

as large-scale precipitation.

The procedure described above is identical to that developed by

A. Arakawa and J. W. Kim for the UCLA GeM. However, the computatfonal

procedure ~mpll)yed in the model is somewhat different and is described

in Appendi< C.



3:•.0 THE LATERAL· BOUNDARY CONDITION

Numerical simulations of tropical cyclones are invarilbly atteml>ted

using models of limited horizontal extent, making the task of formulat

ing an appropriate set of lateral boundary conditions unavoidable. The

model used in the present study and discussed in chapter 2 is no excep

tion. The presence of a lateral boundary to the computational domains

of these models is an artificial construct mandated only b.y the limi':a

tions of the computer. Thus it is important that one seek a condition

which minimizes the impact of this artificial boundary on the dynamical

behavior of the phenomena being simulated inside it.

In a tropical cyclone, the large amount of latent heat released in

deep convection continually disrupts any approximate balance of the

mass and wind fields. The way in which the atmosphere, responds to this

heating (through the process of geostrophic or gradient adjustment)

provides a basis for attaching great importance to thE~ formulation of

lateral boundary conditions in tropical cyclone models. Most of the

available potential energy generated by latent heat release (especially

on small horizontal spatial scales) is partitioned to~ravHy-inertict

wave motion,. Examples of this energy partition for axisymmetric flO\I

on an f-plane can be found in section 3.3 of this thesis, and 'in

Schubert et al. (1980), while examples on the E!quatoridl 8···plane can

be found in Silva Dias and Schubert (1979). This has led us to the

view that tropical cyclones may be highly radia.ting sy.;tem:;. Conse

quently, if the process of geostrophic or gradient adjllstml~nt 'is to

be properly represented, it is essential that the late'~al boundary cCln

dition be able to transmit the gravity-inertia wave enl~rgy generated by

the rel ease of 1atent heat in the interior of the mode'! .

54
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There are two broad classes of tropical cyclone models: balanced

models and primitive equation models. In a balanced model (e.g. Ogura,

1964; Kuo, "1965; Ooyama, 1969a, b; Sundqvist, 1970a, b) the flow is

assumed to be axis~~metric and in gradient wind balance. Since gravity-

inE!rtia waves are then filtered, the transient aspects of the geostroph

ic adjustment' process are not simulated. Primitive equation models,

however, may be axisymmetric (e.g. Yamasaki, 1968a, b; Rosenthal, 1970,

1971. 1978; Kuri har'a, 1975) or asymmetric (e. g. Anthes et a1., "1971 a. b;

Anthes, 1972; Harrison, 1973; Kurihara and Tuleya. 1974; Mather, 1974;

Madala and F'iacsek, 1975; Jones, 1977; Kurihara et al., 1979) and in

either case the geostrophic adjustment process becomes one of the im-

portant physical processes which must be accurately simulated. Because

of their fi'ltered nature, the formulation of lateral boundary condi-

tions in ba"anced models is not so difficult. Discussions of this

problem can be found in Ooyama (1969a) and Sundqvist (1970a). The

problem of 1:Drmulating lateral boundary conditions for primitive equa-

tion models is not so well understood. We will confine our discussion

of this problem to the formulation of a lateral boundary condition for

axi symmetric primitive equation model s.

A surVEy of the literature on primitive equation tropical cyclone

modE!ls indicates that the lateral boundary conditions on the normal

wind componen~ which have been used involve either the condition of

zero divergence (Rosenthal, 1970; Anthes, 1971,1977; Anthes et al .•

1971a, b; Jones, 1977) or the condition of zero radial wind (Yamasaki,

1968a. 1:; Kurihara and Tuleya, 1974; Kurihara. 1975; Rosenthal, 1978).

---,_._---
, \lie sh;ll henceforth use the te1~m i geostr,:p'iL adj 'stm'2J1t: in the

broad sense Jf adjustment to either geostrophic or gradient balance.
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Rosenthal (1971) has examined the sensitivity of an aX"symmetric prirri

tive equation tropical cyclone model to these two bounda.ry conditions

as functions of the computational domain size. The cr·terion used to

assess the behavior of the boundary conditions was the magnitude of

the max4mum surface wind attained during the course of the numerical

integration (and to a lesser extent, the time required to reach this

mature state). Results of the numerical integrations indicated that

the maximum surface winds attained in those experiment:; incorporating

the condition of zero divergence were relatively insensitive to the

size of the computational domain. Surface winds in excess of 40 mjs

were always achieved. In contrast, when using the con(ition of zero

radial wind, the model produced weaker surface winds wir,ich were highly

sensitive to the size of the computational domain such that there was

a linear increase of the maximum surface wind with domain size (-16

mjs per 1000 km). After extrapolating these results tc domain sizes

in excess of 2000 km, Rosenthal concludes that by enlarging the com

putational domain to somewhere between 2000 and 3000 k~, differences

in the numerical result attributable to differences in boundary condi

tions can be minimized. We believe that this is not the only viable

interpretation of these results. Another interpretation is that in a

gross sense (since the transient behavior of the simulated storm is

not considered) those experiments incorporating the condition of zero

radial wind begin to behave more like those incorporating the condi

tion of zero divergence as the computational domain is increased in

size. The broader issue of whether either boundary condition behaves

realistically is not addressed.
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Thus, we have chosen to approach the problem of lateral boundary

conditi,)ns from a different, essentially linear, point of view, with

the goal of minimizing the reflection of gravity-inertia waves, and

consequ,~ntly the distortion of the geostrophic adjustment process.

We shall show that such false reflections can be controlled by the use

of a gravity wave radiation condition, if the condition is applied

separately to each vertical mode. The application of an interface

boundar) condition to selected vertical modes has been discussed for

limited area nested forecast models by Elvius (1977).

Since the primitive equation tropical cyclone model discussed in

chapter 2 is based on the sigma coordinate (as are many others), we

derive "in section 3.1 a linearized system of equations formulated in

this coo"rdinate. The linearized system can be split into two problems:

the vertical structure probl em and the hori zonta1 structure' probl em.

In sect-'on 3.2 we solve the vertical structure problem obtaining the

eigenvaiues and associated vertical structure functions for both an

atmosphE!re characterized by a constant static stab"il ity and a mean

tropical static stability. Using these results we explore in section

3.3 the energy partition between geostrophic flow and gravity-inertia

waves for an unbalanced initial condition in the mass field. The

conclusion that most of the initial available potential energy is

partitic,ned to gravity-inertia wave motion motivatE~s a search for a

radiatici'lconditionwhich has low reflectivity (section 3.4). Since

the bourdary condition found in section 3.4 is only an approximate

conditicn, its usefulness is explored numerically (section 3.5) by

comparirg it with several other conditions, including those recently

proposec for use in convection models by Orlanski (1976), Klemp and

Wilhelmsti"i (19713), Clark (1979) and Lil1y n j,
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3.1 Linearization of the Large-Scale Governing Egua1~ions

For tl,e purpose of our analysis it is mOt'e convE~nient to consider

the linear version of (2.2)-(2.7). Neglecting the convective-scale

source/sink terms t and large-scale condensation and evaporation terns t

and linearizing about a basic state which is at rest, we obtain

au a ( -at - fv + ar ¢ +crem) = 0 ,

avat + fu = 0 ,

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where 'Y =cp/cv and the basic state static stabil ity has been defined

as S:: RiT" [:rr 0, _ dT) .
- c dcr
p p

Following the approach of Robert et al. (1972), Daley (1979),

Temperton ,and Will iamson (1979) and Kasahara and Purii (1980) we def'ine

two new dependent variables ~ and w by

~ = ¢+cro,1T

-. a1T
w = 1T cr + cr at .

The use of (3.5) allows (3.1)-(3.4) to be written

au + .£! = 0";\t - fv '\ ,
o or

av
3t + fu = 0 t

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

(3.6)

(3.7)
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- aru , 36.)'IT-i""-=Orar dO" '

- a (a<p}
'IT 0t l.da) + Sw = 0 ,

The boundary conditions (2.8) become

w = 0 at cr = 0 and a<p - aw = 0 at Ci = 1 •at

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

Equations (3.8) and (3.9) can be combined to eliminate w so that we

obta in

1..-[1..- [1 d<P)]_aru = 0
at acr S dcrJ rar . (3.11)

Thus, the governing system of linear equations consists of (3.6), (3.7)

and (3.11) in the unknowns u, v and <P. We will now assume that the cr

dependence of u, v and <P is separable from the (r,t) dependence, i.e.

u(r,cr,t)
v(r,a,t)
<p(r,a,t)

u(r,t)
= v(r,t)

~(r,t)

\f(a) . (3.12)

Substitution into (3.6), (3.7) and (3.11) yields

A A

au fv + a<p = 0at - ar

A

av Aat + fu = 0 ,

A A

.£! + gh dru = 0
at rar '

~ (l d\f) +_1 \f = 0
dcr S dcrJ gh '

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

where gh is the separation constant. The boundary conditions for

(3.16) can be obtained from (3.10) and are
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~ ~ S
do = 0 at cr =0 and dcr + =-= II' = 0 at cr =1 .

rr a
(3.17)

Equation (3.16) is the vertical structure equation for our problem

and, along with boundary conditions (3.17), gives rise to a countably

infinite set of eigenvalues gh , and a corresponding Sl~t of vertical
n

struC'ture functions (eigenfunctions) '¥n(cr). Since (3.·,6) and (3.17)

constitute cl Sturm-Liouville problem, the vertical structure functiorls

'¥n(cr) form a complete and orthogonal set on the interval [0,1] .. They

may also be normalized so that

(3.18)

Accordingly any function of (r,cr,t) ·can be represented by. the series

A

F(r,cr,t) = L Fn(r,t) '¥n(cr) ,
n

A

where Fn(r,t) is obtained from

(3.19)

(3 . t~O)

We shall present some solutions of (3.16) and (3.17) i, section 3.2.

The linear system (3.13)-(3.15) constitutes the hJrizontal struc-

ture problem and is more commonly referred to as the divergent baro-

tropic systl:!m of equations, or the shallow water equations. In thei!'

simplest context (3.13)-(3.15) govern small amplitude perturbations ·in

a rotating, homogeneous, incompressible, invisc:id and hydrostatic fluid

with a mean free surface height h. We note that the phase speed of a

pure gravity wave in such a fluid is given by (gh)~" For the more

general stratified problem (3.13)-(3.15) govern the horizontal be-

havior of each of the vertical modes arising from the solution of
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1.,

(3.16) and (3.17). Consequently, the eigenvalue (gh )~, where h is
Jr n

known as the equivalent depth, is interpreted as the pure gravity wave

phase velocity of the associated vertical mode o/n(a), In section 3.4

we shall use (3.13)-(3.14) to determine an approximate outgoing wave

condition and to examine the reflectivity of boundar,)' conditions in

general.

3.2 Analysis ,of the Vertical Structure Problem

The solution of the vertical structure problem requires the spec

ification of the basic state static stability. The simplest case that

can be considered is one in which the static stability is a constant.

For such a situation the normalized eigenfunctions of (3.16) and (3.17)

are given by

0/ (0") = [ 2 J~ cos A IJ ,
n 1 + (2A )-1 sin 2A n

n n

_ ( S )~ .where An = ghnJ 1s determi ned from the ei genva1ue rE~1at; on

A tan A = S n = 0,1,2, ...
n n IT a (1)

A good approximation to (3.22) is

(9ho)~ ~ [IT a (1)J ~

1
1 s~

(ghn)~ ~ mr for n=1,2,3, •.•

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

We see from this approximation that except for the external mode (n =0),

the eigenvalues (gh )~ are proportional to lin. The first eighteen
n

exact and approximate eigenvalues, determined from (~:.22) and (3.23)

respectively, are listed in Table 3.1. These results are based on

71"=90 kPa, a(1)=0.861 m3kg- l , and S~=162.77 ms-l. The first five
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eigenfunctions determined from (3.21) and (3.22) are shown in Fig.

3.la. These eigenfunctions portray the vertical structure of the

dependent variables u, v and~. The variable w has il vertical struc

ture proportional to -A -1 dd\!' , which is plotted fOl' the first fhe
n a

modes in Fig. 3.2a.

In the tropical atmosphere the basic state stat"ic stabi1ity vc.ries

considerably. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 where the vertical pro-·
1-

file of 52 was calculated from the mean tropical clear area temperature
1

profile of Gray et a1. (1975). The constant value O'~ 5~ used in U,e

earlier calculations is indicated by the vertical dashed line. The

vertical structure problem (3.16) and (3.17) can be solved numerically
1

for this more realistic 5~ profile. The eigenvalues which are obt2.ined

are shown in the last column of Table 3.1, and eigen·:unctions \!'n and

d\!'
-An-1 dan are shown in Figs. 3.lb and 3.2b respectively. We see that

the effect of the variable static stability is primarily to increas,e

the propagation speeds of the higher order vertical modes. This is
k

probably a consequence of the large values of 52 in the upper tropo-

sphere. We also note that the vertical structure functions are

strongly modified in this region of high static stab"ility, such that

the vertical wavelengths are shortened and the amplitudes are incre~ased.

3.3 Importance efthe Lateral . Boundary Condition

Before considering several lateral boundary conditions in the next

section, we attempt to establish the importance of carefully formulated

lateral boundary conditions in tropical cyclone models. The argume~nt

presented in this section is that when latent heat generates available

potential energy on horizontal scales typical of a t'''opica1 cyclOnE!
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Vertical Constant Static Stability Static
Mode Stabil ity
n Equ. (3.22) Equ. (3.23) of

(exact) (approximate) F~ig. 3.3
0 294.15 278.39 ::~87 .55
1 50.14 51.81 51 .61
2 25.69 25.91 26.81
3 17 .21 17.27 19.40
4 12.93 12.95 14.81
5 10.35 10.36 11.80
6 8.63 8.64 9.77
7 7.40 7.40 8.39
8 6.47 6.48 7.42
9 5.75 5.76 6.64

10 5. 18 5.18 6.02
11 4.71 4.71 5.49
12 4.32 4.32 5.04
13 3.99 3.99 4.65
14 :1 3.70 3.70 4.31
15 3.45 3.45 4.02
16 3.24 3.24 3.76
17 3.05 3.05 3.53

Table 3.1. The first eighteen exact and approximate
eigenv1aues (ghn)~' determined from (3.22)
and (3.23) for the constant static stability
case, and numerically for the static stabil
ity profile of Fig. 3.3. Units are m s-l.
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in low latitudes, only a small fraction of the energy ends up in

balanced flow. The major portion of this energy is partitioned to out

ward propa~ating gravity-inertia waves. This lopsided energy partition

can be i 1h.!strated with a simple example.

For vertical mode n we can show from (3.14) and (3.15) that the
'"

t . 1 .. drvn f '" . 1 11· . Th hpoten 1a 'lort1c1ty -,,- - -gh iDn 1S oca y 1nvar1ant. us, t e
ror n

initial and final potential vorticity fields are related by

A A

drv (r,oo) f drv (r,O) f
- ~dr - gh

n
~n(r,oo) = ~dr - gh

n
~n(r,O) (3.24)

If we assume that the final tangential flow is geostrophic, that the

initial vorticity vanishes and that the initial geopotential is given

by

r< a

r> a , (3.25)

then (3.24) reduces to

d2¢ (r ,00 ) d~ (r ,00 ) f2 { f2
n + n A ( )

c1r2 rdr - ghn iDn r ,00 = a
r < a

r> a •

(3.26)

The solution of (3.26) which remains bounded at the odgin and at

infinity arid which possesses continuous ~n(r,oo) and vn(r,oo) at r= a is

r< a

r> a,

(3.27)

where 1m ard ~ are the order mmodified Bessel functions.
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The sum of the kinetic energy and the available '~'otential energy

associated with the final geostrophic flm\l~ K + P ,c:~.n be obtained by
00 00

multiplying (3.24) by ¢ (r~oo) and integrating over an:a. The result isn '

r
oo"", ? 1 A 2 -,

K+P =l;2lv~(r,oo)+- Q (r,oo)1 rdr
00 co j L. n 9hn n .-J

o (3.28)

Substituting (3.25) and (3.27) into (3.28) and normalizing by the

initial available potential energy Po we obtain

K + P
00 oc

Po
r f 1 r f -]= 1 - 2K I· a I --- a

1 L(gh )~'2 ~ 1 L(9h )~ _
n n

(3.29)

if we plot it ,:is a furction of the

f 1 a. However, -For convenient
f h )~,9 n

have plotted in Fi,~. 3.4 the energy parti-

of the dimensional horizontal scale a, at
1

(gh )~ given in the last column ofn

For a given horizontal scale a, the difference between

The fraction of the initial energy which ends up in geostrophic flow,
K + P

00 00 , yields a single curve
Po

dimensionless horizontal scale

physical interpretation, we
K + P

tion 00 00 as a function
Po

20 o N, for the first five values of

Table 3.1.
K + P

00 00 and unity represents the fraction of the init'ial energy parti-
Po

tioned to outward propagating gravity-inertia \.\Iaves. We see that for

horizontal scales ~300 km, the majority of thl:! initial energy is

partitioned to gravity-inertia wave motion. In light of the large

amounts of latent heat released in tropical storms it would be reason-

able to conclude that the gravity-inertia wave energy leaving the

vicinity of a tropical cyclone must be substantial, especially for tne

low order vertical modes. Although the energy partition curves shol.\ln
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Figure 3.4 The fraction of the initial energy which is partitioned to geostrophic flow as a function of thehorizontal scale of the initial geopotential dis
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(3.29) with the first five values of (gh )~ given
in the last column of Table 3.1 and withnan f
corresponding to a latitude of 20 o N.



in Fig. 3.,~ depend on the form of the initial condit"iJn chosen, the~ie

curves are typical of other examples we have investi93.ted (Schubert

et a1., 1980). They show the very low effi ci ency of ;)eostrophi c energy

generation by tropical cyclone scale heating in low 13.titudes and lE!ad

naturally to the view that, in terms of gravity-inertia. wave energy I

tropical cyclones should be regarded as highly radiating systems.

There are of course real physical situat'ions in which gravity-

inertia waves might be reflected back toward their source. However,

the imposition of a lateral boundary to the computational domain of

a numerical model should not result in the reflection of incident

waves. Iml)roper reflection of gravity-inertia waves in a model which

carries water vapor as a dependent variable can become intolerable

since the vertical motion field associated with theSE! Y'eflected waVI~S

(see Figurl~ 3.2b) can interact nonlinearly with the moisture field '~o

produce an erroneous pattern of latent heat release. Consequently, a

poorly formul ated lateral boundary conditi on rlay i ndi; rectly contri bute

to significant alterations of the numerical solution:. especially wi":h

regard to the transient behavior of the simulated disturbance.

3.4 Analysis of the Horizontal Structure Problem

3.4.1 An lexact l outgoing wave condition

A fairly thorough study of open boundary condit'ions for disper:;ive

waves has been conducted by Bennett (1976). \~e app ljf hi s approach to

our problem by considering the horizontal structure equations (3.13)-
-

(3.15) for the vertical mode n. Defining F(r,s) as the Laplace tral1S-

'"form of F{r,t) and assuming no initial disturbance for r~a, we tra1S-
- -~

form (3.13)-(3.15) <1nd eliminate tPn(r,s) and '1n(r,s) to obtain
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u = 0 for r> a .n - (3.30)

The solution of (3.30) which remains bounded as r-+,:lC) is given by

(3.31 )"nCr,s) = A(s) K][(s:~:2J" r] for r~a.

It can bE! shown that the transformed radial wind component Lin(r,s)

also sat'sfies

(3.33)
r~a ,for

k ~

un ddr r" K] [(s:~:2J" r] dr:run K] [(s:~:r r] = 0 for r> a.
(3.32)

An exact outgoing wave condition can be obtained by inverting (3.32).

Unfortunately this procedure yields an expression which is quite com

plicated and of questionable practical value. This is more readily

illustrated if we utilize the large argument asymptotic form of the

modified Bessel function Kl to simplify (3.32) to

k ~ k ~

dr 2 u [ 2 2 k ] dr 2 u
s~ -I- (gh )~ n = (gh )~ (s +f ) 2 ~ S -1._n

n n r~dr n (s2+f2)~ r~dr

which when inverted gives

ar~u (r,t) 1 Jt
k

n =f(ghn)~ Jl[f(t-t ' )]
r 2 or a

for r> a . (3.34)

Relationsrips of this kind require that we store and repeatedly sum

(with different weights) boundary values of un and its horizontal

derivative. The storage requirements alone are effectively equivalent

to allowing the computational domain to expand in time. Since this is

what we are attempting to avoid, the idea of using an exact outgoing

wave condition will be abandoned for practical reasons.
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3.4.2 Reflectivity analysis

We are now faced with the problem of finding an approximate

boundary conditi on which will keep the distorti on of the adjustment

process within some tolerable limit. This can be accomplished by

analytically studying the reflectivities of boundary conditions in

general. ~je begin by noting that the system (3.13)-(3.15) has solu-

tions of the form

-iv t
ne

A.. 1 r 1 (rH/l)(kr) H,(2 );: kdun ('f", t) !

I:
A Ii if

H/ 1)(kr) H,(2)(kr)v,(r,t} I' cc +R
n I: vn

i i ghnk
H (1 )(kr)~n(rtt)J H(2 }f kr)

'In 0 o .
(3.35)

where the frequency vn is given by v
n

= (f2+9hnk2)\ k is the horizontal

wavenumber, R is a complex constant, and Hm{l) (kr) and H~2)(kr) are the

order m Hankel functions of the first and second kind. The use of

asymptotic expansions valid for large kr allows {3.35; to be written

r 1

31Ti
v (r', t ) '\; (~)!:2 e- -4-
n 1Tkr

(3.36)

The first term in both (3.35) and (3.36) corresponds to an outward

propagating wave while the second term corresponds to an inward propa

gating wave. Thus, at large radius a (e.g. the radiu~ of the model

boundary), the asymptotic form of the outward propagating wave satisfies

the radiation condition
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(1)

If a disturbance in the form of a wave packet centered on wavenumber

k approaches the boundary, the use of boundary condition I should

result in low reflectivity as long as ka» 1•. The primary disadvantage

of I is that it is difficult to apply in physical space because knowl-
vr vn k

edge of 1":" is required. However, since T '+ (ghn) 2 as k'+oo, we might

approximate I by

(II )

1

which is rluch easier to apply in physical space because (ghn)~ is known

from the solution of the vertical structure problem. This approxima

tion is equivalent to neglecting the Coriolis parameter and confining

our study to non-dispersive or pure gravity wave motion. For such a

physical 5ituation II can be obtained directly from (3.34) by setting

f = O. One additional approximation can be made to II, and that is to

neglect the effects of cylindrical geometry, which gives

au k au
_n + (gh ) 2 _n = 0 at r =aat n ar . (III)

Let us also consider the two most widely used boundary conditions in

tropical cyclone models which are the condition of zero divergence,

arunrar = 0 at r = a ,

and the condition of zero radial windt

u =0 at r =a .n

(IV)

(V)
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The ref"iectivity of each of the conditions I-V can be found by

substituting (3.35) and solving for IRI . The mathematical expres

sions are given in Table 3.2. Since conditions IV and Vhave unit

reflectivity and the reflectivity of III is larger than II (Schubert

et al., 1980), we confine the remainder of this discussion to a com-

parison of I and II. As can be seen from Table 3.2 the reflectivity

of boundary condition I is a function of ka only, while the reflec-

In Fig. 3.5 we have drawn isolines of IRI in the

(ghn)~ is within about

can be held under 5%.

tivity of boundary condition II is a function of both ka and
vn

k .
(ghn) 2k

[
ka _L] plane for boundary condition II. !From Fig. 3.5

.. ' (ghn)~k
one can cllso obtain the reflectivity of I since it 'is identical to

\)

the refl €'cti vity of II along the 1i ne n1 = 1 " As long as
v (ghn)~k

10% of ; and ka ~ 1. 5 , the refl ecti vi ty

It should be noted, however, that there is

more or less an optimal domain size beyond which little improvement

in the reflectivities can be expected. To illustrate this more

dimension'less domain size fa
1

(ghn)~

see that by choosing the domain size properly, the reflectivity for

clearly W~ have plotted the reflectivities of boundary condition II
(ghn)~

for selected dimensionless wavenumbers f k as functions of

in Fig. 3.6. In this diagram we

any wavenumber (or family of wavenumbers) can be min'imized. As an

example, in order to minimize the reflectivities for wavenumbers

(ghn)~ fa
k ~. 10 , the domain size need be 'no larger than ~ 0.6.

f (ghn)~ -

It is interesting to note that an optimal domain size corresponds
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Boundary Condition Reflectivity

A A

Clu 1 Clu
(III) n +(gh )'2 n = a

Clt n Clr

A r:\Vt~;~au Vn VI Un = a
n + - 1( I) at k r'2

Clr
IRI =

. (II)

(IV)

A 1::......
Clu 1 Clr \In
___n +(gh )'2 = a
Clt - n r~ Clr

Clru
n

rClr = a

IH (l)r!<;\)_r_.l_+ i 1w (l)fh) I
I 0 ' , lL ka .J"1 \ "~I I

IH(2)( ka) - [_1_+ i JH(2)( ka) I
o 2ka 1 .

IH (l)(ka)_[_l_+ iVn1 JH (l)(ka) I
o 2ka (gh )'2k 1

IRI = n

I
H (2)(ka)_[_1_+ iVn1]H (2)(ka) I

o 2ka (gh )'2k 1
n

I
H (l)(ka)_[_l+ iV n1 JH (l)(ka) I

o ka (gh )'2k 1
IR I = n

IH (2)( ka) - [_1+ i vn1 JH (2)( ka) I
o ka (gh )'2k 1

n

IRI = 1

.........

.........

(V) un = a IRI = 1

Table 3.2 Reflectivities for the various boundary conditions.
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to the approximate wave length 27ff 1 of the wavenumber for whi ch
k(ghn)~

the reflectivities are to be minimized.

In order to understand,the implications of the reflectivity rela-

tions for a particular model situation it is more conven"ient to display

the results in dimensional form. The reflectivities of the eighteen

vertical modes which have the eigenvalues listed 'in the last column

of Table 3.1 are illustrated in Fig. 3.7 for boundary condition II.

These reflectivities are calculated for a domain size of 960 km, and

for an f corresponding to a latitude of 20 o N. We see that, for a

given wavenumber k, a larger fraction of the incident wa'~e is reflected

as the vertical mode is increased. This result is due to the fact that

the higher order modes propagate at a slower rate and herce have longer

periods. Thus, the Corio1is force plays a larger role il' the dynamics

of these waves, but is neglected in the boundary condition since v/k

has been approximated by its pure gravity wave value (9hr/'2. Accord

ingly, boundary condition II is mode dependent, while boundary condi

tion I is mode independent, its reflection curve being i~distinguish-

able from the n=O curve in Fig. 3.7. Even though boundclry condition

II does have higher reflectivities than I, for low order vertical

modes and horizontal wavelengths smaller than the size of the computa-

tional domain, the approximation made in boundary condition II does

not introduce serious reflection problems.

3.5 Numerical Examples

3.5.1 S'ing1e vertical mode

In this subsection we shall compare the results of numerical

integrations of (3.13)-(3.15) using boundary conditions ::I, IV and V.
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In addition we shall show results obtained using the numerical extrap

olation technique of Orlanski (1976). In Orlanski's method the con-

dition

c =-

is used to predict u at the model boundary aftel"

au
at
auar

(VIa)

(VIb)

has been used to diagnose c at the previous time step just inside the

model boundary. The estimate of c is not allowed to become negative

nor to exceed the radial grid interval divided by the time step. For

further details the reader is referred to Orlanski's (1976) paper.

In order to conduct the following single mode tests we have made

use of a numerical model for which the horizontal space differencing

method corresponds to scheme B (staggered grid) of Arakawa and Lamb

(1977). (The finite difference analogues are given in Appendix D.)

The time differencing is accomplished with a leap frog scheme coupled

withanAsselin (1972) time filter (see Appendix A.2, T-irne differencinq).

The model consists of; 43 grid points spaced 0.0"125 dimensionless unit~;

1

apart (i .'e ~ ,i1r;:: 0.01'25 (ghn)~/f) .

In the experiments illustrated here, the f"luid is initially at

rest but has a free surface perturbation

2
~(r,o)~ r

2r 2
o

2 .~

·-r /2r ,.
e 0 (3.37)
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where ro is a measure of the perturbation half width which has been
1

specified to be r = 0.1 (gh)'2/f. This initial value pl"oblem was firsto
studied by Obukhov (1949). For the linear problem, the final geo-

strophically adjusted state can be obtained analytical"ly by solving

the potenticll vorticity equation (Schubert et al., 1980, section 6),

providing an independent check on the performance of the model.

The re~ults of five experiments will now be shown" the first being

the control, or 'infinite domain', experiment and the l"emaining four

using boundary conditions II, IV, V and VI. In the 'infinite domain'

experiment the computational domain was expanded to eliiminate all pos-

sible boundary effects on the solution in the interior 43 grid points

of the model. The results of the five numerical tests are shown in

Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. Fig. 3.8 is common to all those given in Fig. 3.9,

and shows the early propagation of the wave which is excited in the

u field (the divergent component of the wind). Up to time ft= 0.25,

the numerical solutions are essentially the same for all five experi

ments. After this time, however, the solutions diverge due to the

differences in the lateral boundary conditions, as can be seen in

Fig. 3.9. Fig. 3.9a shows the results of the control E!xperiment and

can be regarded as the ideal result since there are no boundary effects.

At the final time level shown (ft =0.85), the computational domain is

essentially in geostrophic balance. In the interior fr 1 < 0.5 ,
(gh)'2 -

the solution is well within 1% of the analytically calculated final

adjusted state. The remaining figures show the numerical solutions

for those experiments incorporating boundary condition II (Fig. 3.9b),

boundary condition VI (Fig. 3.9c), boundary condition IV (Fig. 3.9d)

and boundary condition V (Fig. 3.ge). Clearly, boundary conditions
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II and VI give results closest to the control, with Joundary condition

II producing the least reflection.

3.5.2 Fully stratified case
\

The resul ts of secti on 3.5. 1 are now ext.ended to the more gene!ra1

case of a fully stratified model atmosphere. In thi:; section we com

pare the behavior of boundary conditions II, IV, V and VI in the

stratified numerical model and consider one additional boundary cordi

tion for which the relation

(V I 1)

is applied at the lateral boundary grid points where the phase velocity

c is a constant chosen to be representative of the first internal mode

of the model (Klemp and Wilhelmson, 1978).

The numeri<::al experiments are conducted with a dry, adiabatic,

inviscid version of the tropical cyclone model described in section

2.1 (where the finite difference equations can be fo~nd in Appendix A).

The horizontal and vertical resolution (and domain) is the same as

described in section 2.1.

Boundary conditions IV, V, VI and VII are all applied level by

level. BOlllndary condition II, however, is applied to each vertical

mode. Thus, in order to apply boundary condition II it is necessary

to project the boundary values of the dependent variables onto the

vertical structure functions and thus obtain the amplitude of each

vertical mode. In practice, we obtain these vertical structure func-

ti ons. vi a a method whi ch wi 11 more accurate ly represe '"It the effects of

the vertical differencing scheme we have employed. Plis approach can

be summarized as follows. Noting that boundary condi tion II is
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asymptotically valid as k+ oo , and that in this case f can be elimi-

nated, we can linearize (2.2)-(2.7), assume a solution of the form

T(r,.a,t)

7T(r, t)

and obtain

=

u(aHH,(l)(kr) + R Hl(2)(kr)]

T(a)[H (1 )(kr) + R H(2)(kr) ]
o 0

TI [Ho(l )(kr) + R H
o
(2)(kr)]

-ivte (3.38)

~ T - dT a fl ~da + (dT _ TI a) fa ~da I = 0 ,
k da 0 da Cp 0

1
v A- - f A-i k 7T - 7T 0uda = 0 .

(3.39)

(3AO)

In practice we follow the above procedure with the go\'erning equations

in differential-difference form (radius and time beinq continuous,

sigma discrete). Then the above integrals become SUJ11~; and we can

regard the resulting problem as an algebraic eigenvalue problem, with

f as the eigenvalue. This procedure is summarized for our axisym

metric model in Appendix E. For a vertically discret'E· model atmosphere

with N velocity levels (3.39)-(3.41) yields a system cf either 2N or

2N +1 vertically discrete equations depending on whether the tempera

ture levels are staggered. For Lorenz (1960) type vertical differ

encing schemes (non-staggered temperature as in the present study)

there are 2N+l vertically discrete equations. This allows the mass

field one additional degree of freedom which is not ur!der the control

of the geostrophic adjustment process. Although the results presented
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here are from a model with Lorenz type vertical differencing, the

extra degree of freedom in the mass field does not seen to be any

probl em. The set of eigenyectors obtained from the d"j screte version!;

of (3.39)-(3.41) is not orthogonal, but this poses no :lifficulty with

respect to the projection process since it is easy to :alculate from

the transpose of the matrix a set of eigenvectors whic1 are orthogonal

to the original set (e.g. Twomey, 1977, Chapter 4).

For a numerical experiment we again consider an i'litial value

problem in which a Gaussian perturbation is introduced in the ~ or

surface pressure field. Thus, the initial 7T field is I)~ the form

2_ -(r/ro)
7T ( r ,0) = 7T - Ae 5 (3J2)

where ro =150 km, A=l mb and 7T is a specified constant. The 'initial

temperature field is independent of radius along constmt 0 sUI'faces

and the initial motion field is identically zero.

A control experiment is first conducted for which the lateral

boundary is moved to 3840 km in order to exclude bounddry effects on

the numericcil solution in the interior 960 km. The vertical motion

field at t =6 hrs is displayed for all the experiments in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10a, which corresponds to the control or infini~e domain exper-

iment, is the desired result, and indicates that only relatively small

amplitude (high vertical wave number) motions remain in the computa-

tional domain at this time. Boundary conditions II and VI (Figs.

3.10b and 3.10c) appear to give results closest to the control experi

ments with boundary conditions IV and V (Figs. 3.10e and 3.10d)

deviating significantly from the control. Fig. 3.11 i"lustrates the

reflected vE~rtical motion field for boundary conditions VII, V and IV
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Figure 3.12 The reflected vertical motion field at t=6 hrs for
the fully stratified initial value experiments
employing (a) boundary condition II and (b) boundary
condition VI. The contour interval is 0.25 mb/day
with dashed lines indicating sinking motion.
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where the contour intervals are 2.5 mb/day. Since t~e reflections for

boundary conditions II and VI are much smaller, they are given sep-

arately in Fig. 3.12 wher~ the contour interval is recuced by a factor

of ten to 0.25 mb/day. For the cases of zero radial wind (Fig. 3.11b)

and zero divergence (Fig. 3.11c) we see that the external mode and

first internal mode have reached the boundary and have been ref1ected1.

Boundary condition VII gives much better results than either of these

since the amplitude of the external mode is significantly reduced, a~d

very little of the first internal mode is reflected. These results

should be expected since the constant phase speed has been chosen to

be representative of the first internal mode. The theoretical reflec-

tivity for boundary condition VII can be calculated ~or each vertical

mode and reveals that the choice of a single phase speed results in

large reflectivities for all vertical modes except for those modes

which propagate at a rate which is close to the chosen c. This result

appears to be independent of the choice of c, suggest"ing a fundamental

weakness in choosing a constant phase speed to represent all waves.

The refiected vertical motion fields shown in Fig. 3.12 indicate

that boundaty condition VI gives stronger reflection than does boundary

condition II. In addition, a considerable amount of computational

noise is introduced into the reflected wave by boundary condition VI.

This is more easily seen in Fig. 3.13 for which the reflected vertical

motion field at t =6 hrs along the 0 =0.778 sur'face has been plotted

for both boundary conditions II and VI. An interesting and perhaps

serious difference is illustrated in Fig. 3.14, which shows the domain

lIn fact, the external mode has been reflected three times, whi"e
the first internal mode has experienced only one refle:tion.
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averaged surface pressure as a function of time. ~IE! see that the lise

of boundary condition VI resul ts in a fictitious I mass sink I for the

computational domain, a mass trend which could adver"sely impact long

term numerical integrations.

3.6 -Summary of the lateral Boundary Condition Analxs·i~

In summary then, we believe that our analysis h3.s demonstrated the

importance of properly formulating the lateral bounclu'y condition ·in

tropical cyclone models, such that it does not refle!:t outward propa

gating gravity-inertia waves. We have shown that it is possible to

derive approximate outgoing wave conditions (boundary conditions I··III)

for the fully stratified axisymmetric case. We have examined theOl'et

ically the reflectivities of these three approximate conditions as

well as blo other lateral boundary conditions in common use, the con

ditions of zero divergence and zero radial wind (bou1dary conditions

IV and V). The results of this analysis show that bJundary condition

I has the lowest reflectivity, although boundary conjition II, which

is much easier to implement, is nearly as good for the lower order

vertical modes. It is also clear from our analysis that the condition

of zero d"ivergence is not in the true sense an 'open' lateral boundary

condition since it results in unit reflection of gravity-inertia waves.

In this regard, it is as poor a boundary condition as the condition

of zero radial wind, which also gives unit reflectio1.

The behavior of two other lateral boundary conditions has been

examined numerically. These are the method proposed by Orlanski (~976)

(boundary condition VI) and the method proposed by Klemp and Wilhe~mson

(1978) (boundary condition VII). The basic problem #ith the latter

approach in tropical cylcone models is the choice of a single phase
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speed to represent all waves. Only those waves moting at or very near

this phase speed will be treated properly, and sinGe there is such a

wide range of propagation speeds in a stratified model, it is difficult

to ItUnE~1 the choice of this constant phase velocity. However, in the

situation where an external mode does not occur, 01" where the amplitude

spectrum of the vertical modes in the model has a narrow distribltion,

boundary condition VIr may give fairly good resu1t~;.

Although there is some reflection (5-15%) associated with boundary

co~dition VI, it produces results which appear to closely approximate

those of the control experiment. We believe, however, that there are

several difficulties associated with boundary condition VI. Since

this method is applied level by level it may have cifficulty when two

or more vertical modes (moving at different phase ~elocities) reach

the boundary simultaneously. This vertically inde~,endent specification

of the lateral boundary condition in a hydrostatic model is questionable

from a theoretical viewpoint since the results of ~ections 3.2 and 3.4

would suggest that the boundary condition should bE applied to each

vertical mode. For the examples we have examined, the numerical

estimates of the phase velocity c tend to vary considerably, which

introduces noise into the computational domain. Ir addition we have

experienced fictitious mass trends when using boundary condition VI.

Consequently, we have chosen to use lateral boundary condition II

in the axisymmetric tropical cyclone model discussed in chapter 2.

Although this boundary condition has been shown to give reasonabl~1

good results in the fully stratified case, it is by no means perfl~ct.

It includes both the asymptotic approximation for H3.nkel functions

and the pure gravity wave approximation for the grality-inertia wave
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frequency. Better results could undoubtedly be obtained by using

boundary condition I, but this involves a spectral representation in

the horizontal as well as the vertical. Although present tropical

cyclone models are all based on grid point methods, it would appear

that mode"ls with spectral representations in both the horizontal and

vertical would have distinct advantages.



4~O SPECIFICATION OF INIJIAL CONDITIONS

4.1 Initiai,ization Procedure

To begiin integration of the model, initial conditions on the

prognostic variables 7T, u, v, T and q must be specified. We shall

assume that initially there is no transverse circulation, i.e., u = 0

everywhere, that the 7T, v and ¢ fields are in gradient wind balance.

Since the 7T, v, T and ¢ fields are initially related by hydrostatic

and gradient wind balance, specification of the initital v field allcws

computation of the initial 7T and T fields. Applying gradient wind

balance at the sea surface we obtain

alnpS
= RTS ar at a = 1 , (4.1)

where ~ disappears since ¢ is zero in the model every,'/here along thE'

a = 1 surface. Knowing Vs and TS everywhere, (4.1) al·ows computaticn

of PS' and hence 7T, provided an outer boundary condition on PS has

been specifi ed.

The gradient wind equation at an interior point takes the form

(f +*)v
= .£1 + aa aTI. . (4.2)ar ar

Differentiating (4.2) with respect to sigma and using ':he hydrostatic

equation, we obtain the thermal wind relation in the a-coordinate

(4. ~)

Since ~ and v are known, (4.3) can be regarded as a first order

partial differential equation in a. Knowledge of a at ":he sea surfacE'

and at the outer boundary allows us to solve for a at all interior

points, after which T can be determined from the ideal gas law. The
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exact form of the initial tangential wind distributiJn is discussed in

the next section, as is the initial condition on water vapor.

4.2 Initial Conditions on Wind, Temperature and Moisture
\ ---

The initialization procedure described in sectiJn 4.1 requires the

specification of an initial tangential wind as well 3.5 an initial outer

boundary temperature profil e and surface pressure PS' The i niti a1

tangential wind is specified to be the product of a 1orizontal struc-

ture term and a vertical structure term

where Gis the maximum amplitude. The horizontal structure is identi-

cal to that used by Ooyama (1969a), and is shown in F'ig. 4.1 for

~ = 240 km. The vertical structure is shown in Fig. 4.2 for; = 0.861.

Using a value of 7 mjs for v gives the initial tangeltial wind fie"d

shown in Fig. 4.3. This initial condition on wind is used for all of

the numerical integrations conducted in this study.

The initial temperature profile at the model bOJndary (which ~s

also used for all of the numerical integrations presented) corresponds

to the mean tropical clear profile of Gray et al. (1975) (see Fig.

4.4). Using this temperature profile, and a value of 1008.7 mb foY' Ps

at the model boundary, gives the initial temperature deviation

field shown in Fig. 4.5, and the initial surface pressure distribution

plotted in Fig. 4.6.

Two different initial moisture fields are used in this study, the

first of which specifies the water vapor mixing ratiJ to be independent

of radius, with the vertical dependence corresponding to the mean

tropical 'cluster environment' profile of GralY et al. (1975). This
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Figure 4,,7 The initial relative humidity field for the moisture
field which is a function of a only, and corresponds
to the mean tropical 'cluster environment' profile
of Gray et al. (1975). The contour interval is 10%.
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leads to the initial relative humidity field shown in Fig. 4.7. The

second initial moisture distribution is specified to be both a function

of r and of 0 such that the initial relative humidity is more real is-

tic. At the outer boundary, the vertical distribution of relative

humidity corresponds to the mean tropical 'clear region' relative

humidity profile given by Gray et al. (1975) while the interior regions

correspond more closely to the mean tropical 'cluster region ' relative

humidities (see Fig. 4.8).

4 ?
.,,) Selection of the Critical Cloud Work Function

The computational procedure for determining the cloud base mass

flux distribution in the Arakawa-Schubert cumulus parameterization

theory which is outlined in section 2.2.3 (the optimal adjustment

method) involves an adjustment process. For computational simplicity,

this adjustment to the time dependent cloud work function is formu

lated with respect to a 'critical cloud work function' Ac{p) such

that the cumulus ensemble is always attempting to insure that

A{p,t) < Ac{p). This approach may not be so unreasonable since Lord

(1978) has obtained similar (non-zero) values of the cloud work func

tion (A{po)) for a variety of synoptic conditions. In any event, we

believe that the results should not be highly sensitive to the criticdl

cloud work function since, once A{p) exceeds Ac{P), the cumulus

ensemble in effect responds to aA(p) l· Therefore, a careful selec-at L.S.·

tion of .\0') (so as not to substantially exceed the cloud work func-

tion of the initial condition) should minimize the impact of using a

critical cloud work function.

The cloud work function was calculated for the initial distribu-

tion of ·:emperature and moisture at the boundary of the model. The
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critical cloud work function Ac(P) was then determined such that

Ac(p) > A(p) for all pat the model boundary (see Fig. 4.9). This

choice of Ac(p) proves to be sUfficiently large so that convection

does not spontaneously begin anywhere in the model during the initial

few time steps.



5.0 EXAMPLES OF THE SENSITIVITY OF MODEL STORM DEVEL,)PMENT TO THE
INITIAL CONDITION, THE LATENT HEAT RELEASE MECHA~ISM, AND THE
LATERAL BOUNDARY CONDITION

In the next two chap~ers we will discuss some of the numerical

results we have obtained using the tropical cyclone m)del described

in chapter 2. Eleven different experiments designed to test the

sensitivity of the model are examined. These experim~nts are listed

in the cross reference Table 5.1. In this chapter, W~ consider the

sensitivity of model storm development to the initial condition on

the moisture field (ICl and IC2), to the explicit rel~ase of latent

heat, and to three of the lateral boundary conditions discussed in

chapter 3 (BCII, BCIV, and BCV). The remaining numerical experiments,

which deal with the sensitivity of tropical c,yclone development to

the incorporation of longwave radiation and cumulus nnmentum transport,

are considered in chapter 6. All numerical experiments are conducted

at a latitude of 20 0 N using a sea surface temperatuY'e of 301°K (27.85°C).

5.1 Sensitivity to the Initial Distribution of Moisture

The effect of the initial distribution of water vapor on the

numerically simulated development of a tropical cyclone was first

addressed by Rosenthal (1970). In hi s tropical cyclone model, as in

ours, the initial condition on wind is one of gradient wind balance,

and no initial radial circulation. Consequently, an organizational

period is required for such a circulation to develop. Rosenthal IS

numerical results indicated that a marked decrease in this organiza-

tional period could be achieved by increasing the initial relative

humidity. We also have examined the sensitivity of our model storm

development to the initial moisture distribution and have obtained

qualitatively similar results which are discussed below.
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Radiation No Radiation

No Momentum I Momentum
Transport I Transport

Radi ati on

Momentum
TranspOi~t

BCI!

IC2

AM

AA5

AA6

AB4

AB5

AB6

ADl AEl AFl BCI!

BCIV

BCV

Discussed in

Chapter 5

Discussed in

Chapter 6

Table 5.1 Cross reference table for the numerical experiments presented in chapters 5 and 6.
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F"igure 5.1 The time evolution of the maximum low level
(z'V 225 m) tangent; a1 wi nd and central sur
face pressure for experiments AS'I and AB4.
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As was shown i.n chapter 4, two initial conditions on the moisture

field were considered in this study. The first, which we shall refer

to as IC1, specifies the initial water vapor mixing ratio q to be a

function of ~ only, while the second (IC2) specifies the initial water

vapor mixing ratio to be a function of both r and cr. Two numerical

integrations were conducted using the Arakawa-Schubert cumulus param-

eterization and the two initial moisture distributions. Experiment

ABl uses the initial water vapor distribution given by Iel, while

experiment A~:4 uses the initial water vapor distribution given by

IC2. The de~elopment of the model storms are summarized in Fig. 5.1

which shows the time evolution of the maximum low level (z - 225 m)

tangential wind and central surface pressure. A significant difference

in the development times of the model storms is seen such that the use

of Iel results in considerably slower development. In terms of the

time required to achieve hurricane force winds (33 m s-'), experiment

AB4 (IC2) takes 76 hours while experiment ABl (IC1) requires an addi-

tional 80 hours.

The way in which each of the model storms develop lis also strik-

ingly differEnt. Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show the time behavi:or of the

radius of maximum wind and the interior and exterior ext~nt of the

gale (22 m s-l) and hurricane (33 m s-l) force winds for experiments

ABl and AB4 respectively. In experiment AB4, a well defined radius

of maximum wind moves slowly inward during the developing stages of

the vortex to a radius of about 50 km once the storm is fully mature.

On the other hand, experiment ABl establishes a very broad tangential

circulation with a large radius of maximum wind shortly into the
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numerical integration (36-48 hrs). This broad circulation pattern

then moves very slowly inward over a period of about 6 days until a

vortex which is similar in ,scale and intensity to AB4 's attained.

The unusual nature of the development of ABl appears to be related

to the horiz.ontal distribution of the parameterized convection which

in the early' part of the numerical integration differs quite noticeably

from experiment AB4. The time evolution of the cloud base mass flux

distribution (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5) shows a weak uniform horizontal dis

tribution of cumulus convection for AB1, while AB4 exh-bits stronger

cloud base mass fluxes which are confined to a narrowel' region inside

250 km. Thus, ABl does not appear to have a preferred region for deep

cumulus convection as does AB4. We believe that this difference can

easily be explained to be a consequence of the initial water vapor

distribution and the initial condition of gradient win!! balance.

The cumulus ensemble predicted by the dynamic con-:rol is in

response to a 'large-scale ' forcing (which includes surface eddy

fluxes). Because of the initial condition of gradient wind balance,

the large-scale forcing of cumulus convection initiall~1 consists of

surface eddy fluxes of heat and moisture coupled with Heak low level

convergence. Under such circumstances, deep cumulus convection can

only be expE!cted to take place if the large-scale environment is

relatively moist. We note, however, that for the init°ial moisture

distribution Iel, the interior regions of the initial disturbance are

less moist in a relative sense than are the outer regions, and are

consequently less favorable to deep convection. This is attributable

to the warm core nature of the initial vortex.
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Fig. 5.6 shows the initial vertical profiles of moist static

energy h and saturated moist static energy h* at 30 km and 900 km for

both lei and IC2. It;s clear that for ICl the 900 km profile is more

unstable to moist convection than is the profile at 30 km. Thus, in

the absence of an organized large-scale circulation, it should not be

surpris'ng that the cumulus convection predicted by the Arakawa-Schubert

scheme 'i s so di sorgani zed for experiment AB1.

The use of the more realistic initial moisture distribution IC2

provides a more favorable environment for deep cumulus convection in

the interior regions (see Fig. 5.5). We wish to emphasize, however,

that the increase in the water vapor mixing ratio 'in this region is

quite modest, with the largest increase less than 0.9 gm/kg (see Fig.

5.7). ";he most important aspect of IC2 appears to be the very dry

middle and upper level moisture distribution at large radius. This

tends to suppress or delay the onset of deep convection in the outer

regions until a large-scale radial circulation can be established. A

period of slow intensification occurs for about 60 hrs followed by

rapid deepening. The rate at which the model vortex deepens is similar

to resuHs obtained with other axisymmetric models (e.g. Kurihara, 1975)

although the mature steady state storm which is produced by 96 hours is

somewha1: deeper.

FOl' purposes of comparison, we show the tangential wind, tempera

ture pel'turbation, relative humidity, vertical mot'ion and cloud base

mass flux fields at 120 hours in Fig. 5.8 and 5.9 for experiments ABl

and AB4 respectively. Fig. 5.8 shows a very broad and weakly organized

tangential circulation centered at large radius with a maximum in the
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vertical motion field located at approximately 220 km. The cloud base

mass flux distribution continues to show a fairly disi)rganized pattern

of convection as in the early stages of the numerical integration (Fig.

5.4). In sharp contrast Fig. 5.9 shows a well orgarizect upper level

warm core tangential circulation with maximum winds i1 excess of 70 mls

at 80 km just above the mixed layer. The vertical motion field peaks

at -250 mb/hr just inside this maximum in the tangential circulation.

Also note the highly organized bimodal character of t1e cloud base

mass flux distribution inside 300 km. The absence of parameterized

convection inside 60 km is due to the transition from parameterized

heat release to resolvable heat release in the eyewall region at this

stage of development.

5.2 Numer'ical Simulations With the Explicit Release .Jf Latent Heat

The earliest attempts to numerically simulate VE! life cycle of

the tropical cyclone included only the explicit release of latent heat

(e.g. Kasahara, 1961, 1962; Syono, 1962). These numerical integrations

were carried out to only a few hours during which small-scale (grid

scale) features in the vertical motion field grew rapidly to the point

where they appeared to dominate the large-scalie fields. l.inear sta

bility ana'lyses of the growth of small amplitude dist:.Jrbances in a

conditionally unstable environment had previously prejicted the smallest

scale (or cloud scale) motions to have the largest growth rates (Haque,

1952; Syono, 1953; Lilly, 1960). Consequently, the above numerical

solutions were interpreted as a confirmation of the "linear studies.

This apparl=nt failure to simulate the growth of a cyclone-scale circu

lation by I=xplicitly resolving the convective releasE~ of latent heat
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led to the development of cumulus parameterization techniques, which

although crude, were nevertheless employed with great success. Recently

however, investigations ,by Yamasaki (1977) and Roserthal (1978) have

raised questions regarding the need and desirability to parameterize

cumulus convection in tropical cyclone models.

Yamasaki (1977) has used a non-hydrostatic axisymmetric model in

which cumulus convection is explicitly resolved on a telescoping

horizontal grid (400 m interior resolution) to produce a tropical

cyclone like circulation. But also interesting is the study conducted

by Rosenthal (1978) in which he successfully simulates the development

of a tropical cyclone using a hydrostatic aX'isymmetdc model in which

latent heat release occurs totally in 'convective elements' that are

explicitly resolved on a 20 km grid. What makes this work so remark

able is that it essentially follows the same approach attempted with

out success by Kasahara (1961, 1962) and Syano (1962~), which leads to

the conclusion that these early failures were most likely attributable

to deficient model design.

The model described by Rosenthal (1978) carries liquid water as

a dependent variable, and consequently employs a mor';:! sophisticated

resolvablE: heat release process. Thus, in order to determine whether

his numerical results might be dependent on this process, we proceeded

to conduct several numerical experiments in which parameterized con

vection was excluded, leaving the treatment of the r':!lease of latent

heat to the large-scale condensation process. The r'l:!sults of two of

these numerical integrations are shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11. Experi

ment AA9 uses the i~itial moisture distribution give~ by Iel while
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experiment AA4 uses the initial moisture distributicn given by 1C2.

In both cases we see very early, rapid and deep development of a

hurricane·-like circulation. In contrast to the parameterized heat

release counterparts ABl and AB4, only a weak sensitivity to the

initial moisture distribution can be seen. Hurricane force winds are

achieved only about 6 hours sooner for experiment AA'l, and in both

cases these winds occur within two days of the initial condition.

The gross structure of experiment AA4 is depicted in Fig. 5.11

(experiment AA9 is similar), which shows a very rapij collapse

of the radius of maximum winds to radii of 7.5-37.5 km followed by

the onset of gale and hurricane force winds.

The horizontal extent of the gale and hurricane force winds is

fairly confined until hour 120 at which point the ga'ie force winds

jump out to a radius of 450 km. A similar jump in tile exterior hur

ricane force winds occurs at about 170 hours. The large horizontal

extent of the gale and hurricane force winds may be it consequence of

both the assumpti on ofaxi symmetry, and an inadequatE! fri cti anal

coupling between the mixed layer and the region above. We do not

believe it to be the result of the particular method of heat release.

Since the motions are assumed to be axisymmetric, air particles spiral

directly toward the center of the vortex from larger radius, allowing

surface fY'iction little time to act as a sink for an!lular momentum.

If the frictional coupling between the mixed layer and the region

above is too weak, the gale and hurricane force circu':ations which are

established tend to be quite broad in horizontal extent. The expan

sion of the tangential circulation is most pronounced in the case
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of the reso1 vab1 e heat re1 ease exper~.ii;ents due to the nature of the

development of the vortex, which is rapid and initially confined to a

very small r'egion in the inter-iar. As time goes on, however, the

hor"izonta1 ~;ca1e and intensity of the radial circulation grows, inten

sifying the tangential circulation which ultimately gives the appear

ance of a sudden jump in the hori zonta 1 extent of the gale and hur

ricane force winds. Although such a sudden jump is not as obvious in

the cases 0" parameterized heat release AB1 and AB4, we note that the

scale of al' these vortices is quite similar once they reach a mature

stage. The incorporation of radiative processes and cumulus momentum

transport (which provides a stronger frictional coupling between the

mixed layer and the region above) can help to reduce the size of the

tangential circulation as we shall see later.

In Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 we compare the resolvable and parameterized

heat release experiments for each of the initial moisture distributions.

Shown is the time evolution of the maximum low level tangential wind

and central surface pressure. Although the intensification rates are

5~milar for all model storms, the time required to reach this inten

sHying stage and the strength and structure of the mature storm ciiffer

significantly between the parameterized heat release experiments and

the explicit heat release experiments (see Fig. 5.14).

It would be incorrect to attempt to draw general conclusions

regarding t.1e issue of the need to parameterize cumulus convection in

a model sue' as ours. There are substantial differences, however,

between the parameterized and explicit heat release experiments we

have conducted. Perhaps the most significant conclusion that can be

drawn from )Lr simulations with the explicit release of latent heat
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is that the results first presented by Rosenthal (19 7 8) do not seem to

be dependent upon the technique employed to represen": the process of

latent heat release. By using a fairly crude large-!;cale condensation

process WE! have been able to simulate the development of a cyclone

scale circulation. Although small scale features are produced at the

onset of large-scale condensation (see Fig. 5.15), nonlinear effects

appear to be quite capabl e of controll ing their grol'lth. We note that

the nonlinear horizontal diffusion process is not necessary in order

to effect such control since we have also been able to simulate the

growth of a hurricane circulation using only a linear horizontal

diffusion coefficient of 103 m2/s.

5.3 Sensitivity of Model Storm Development to the LE.teral Boundary

Condition

In this section we will show the sensitivity of model storm devel-

opment to the particular form of the lateral boundary condition. Rosen

thal (1971) has numerically examined the sensitivity of an axisymmetric

tropical cyclone model to two lateral boundary conditions as functions

of computational domain size. These were the conditions of zero diver-

gence (BCIV) and zero radial wind (BCV). In chaptEr 3, the probl em

of the proper formulation of the lateral boundary cordition is ap-

proached from a linear point of view with the goal of minimizing the

reflection of gravity-inertia waves. A reflectivity analysis shows

that both BCIV and BCV are unit reflectors of gravity-inertia waves,

which leads to the derivation of an approximate cylindrical pure gravi

ty wave radiation condition for a stratified atmosphere (BCIII).

Each of the above boundary conditions is of course deficient in

some regard, but BCV can be expected to have the 1ar gest impact upon
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the numerical solution since it mechanically closes the system and

consequertly res~ricts the radial circulation to the size of the com

putational domain. The cor;dition of zero divergenCE! (BCIV) represents

an improvement S"j nce it a11 ows mass to flow through the 1atera1 bound

ary of He computational domain. By comparing the numerical results

obtained using BCIV and BCV for a computational domelin comparable in

size to that used in the present study, Rosenthal (1971) found signi

ficant differences in the development times and final intensities of

the model vortices. The mechanically closed system produced a weaker

vortex trat took longer to develop than the vortex simulated with the

conditior of zero divergence at the lateral boundary.

Altrough BCIV does not suffer from the obvious deficiency asso

ciated with BCV, it nevertheless is a perfect reflector of any gravity

inertia \A'ave act"ivity generated in the interior of the computational

domain. In chapter 3, the argument is made that such improper reflec

tion of cutward propagating gravity-inertia waves can result in a

false maculation of latent heat release through nonlinear interactions

between ~ertical motion fields associated with the reflected waves,

and the moisture field. For example, if a convergence field (asso

ciated with a reflected gravity-inertia wave) acts for a long enough

period or a region whose temperature and moisture structure is favor

able for convect·ion, a net release of latent heat will like-ly occur in

the colu~n. In the real atmosphere, this period of time is probably

on the order of one to several hours, but in a numerical model which

incorporates a cumulus parameterization such a period may be on the

order of m'jnutes, Thus, in order to avoid this potential problem,

Ben is rroposed for use in our tropical cyclone model.
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Numeri ca1 sol utions are now presented usi ng thl:;! three boundary

conditions BCII, BCIV and BCV for experiments incorporating parameter

ized convection (AB4, AB5. AB6) and those in which convection is ex

plicitly resolved (AM, AA5, AA6). Figs. 5.16 and !5.17 show the time

evolution of the maximum low level tangential wind and central surface

pressure for the sets of experiments making use of explicit latent heat

release and parameterized heat release, respectively. In each case,

the use of BCV (zero radial wind) results in slower development and a

weaker mclture storm as was suggested by Rosenthal ("1971). For the

explicit latent heat release experiments, note that intensification of

the mode~ vortices begins at essentially the same time, regardless of

the boundary condition. Experiment AA6 (BeV) develops more slowly,

however, and even at the deepest stage is considerably weaker than

l~ither AM or AA5. The difference in the ultimate 'intensities is not

as great when the convection is parameterized, but in this case more

than six days is required for AB6 to reach an intensifying stage.

Significant differences in the development of the model storm when

using Be; I and BCIV appear only when cumulus convection is parameter

°ized. In those experiments using only explicit heat release, He

development of the model storms is almost identical for the first

three days of the numerical integrations (AA4 vs AA:;). Thereafter, the

solutions diverge with AA4 producing a deepe~ slowly varying mature

storm. ~Ihen the cumul us convecti on is parameteri zed the use of BCIV

results in a storm which takes a longer period of time to develop,

although the ultimate intensity is similar to the vortex simulated with

BCIl (ABL. vs AB5).
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Figures 5.18 and 5.19 summarize the behavior of the domain aver

aged surface pressure in time. For the expedments using BCV (AA6,

AB6), the domain averaged surface pressure is invariant as one would

expect. This quantity does change, however, for boundary conditions

BCII (AA4, AB4) and BCIV (AA5, AB5). In both the case of parameter

ized convection and the case where convection is explicitly resolved,

there is a tendency for the doma i n averaged surface pressure to be

lower when using BCII. This is generally true at all times when con

sidering the experiments using explicit heat release, and during the

early and late stages of the simulations with parameterized convection.

During the early stages of the numerical integrations, a significant

fraction of the difference in the domain averaged surface pressure is

likely to be directly attributable to gravity-inertia waves which are

transmitted by BCn but are refl ected by BCIV ..

In conclusion, we note that the general character of the numeri

cal integrations does appear to depend on the particular form of the

lateral boundary condition. The condition of zero radial wind (BCV)

clearly contributes to significant departures in the numerical solu

tions obtained when using BCII and BCIV. The acceptability of such a

lateral boundary condition is highly questionable since it artificially

restricts the horizontal extent of the radial circulation, which has an

obvious impact on the numerical solution. The adequacy of the condi

tion of zero divergence is much more difficult to determine. During

the developing stages of those experiments in which convection is ex

plicitly resolved on the scale of the grid, little difference is seen

between the simulations using BCII and BCIV (AA4, AA5). There are,

however, substantial differences in the solutions when cumulus
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convection is parameterized (AB4, ABS). Since the linear analysis

of chapter 3 shows that gravity-inertia waves are rE~fl ected from the

boundary of the computational domain when using BCIV, one might specu

late that in the early stages of the numerical integrations these dif

ferences are produced by an interaction between reflected gravity

inertia waves and the cumulus parameterization resu'ting in a net

rel ease clf 1atent heat away from the interior. Such an event woul d be

unlikely to occur in the case where convection ;s e):plicitly resolved

since the atmosphere would have to be very near satliration, which it

generally is not.

One additional distinction in the integrations which use BCII and

BCIV is the steady state nature of the storms simulated with BCII.

This is probably attributable to some nonlinear aspect of the boundary

condition which is beyond the scope of the analysis presented in

chapter 3.



6.0 EXAMPLES OF THE ROLES OF RADIATION AND CUMULUS MOMENTUM TRANSPORT

In this chapter we consider the effect of a simple radiation

parameterization and the effect of 'cumulus friction' on the develop

ment of a model storm. These numerical examples make use of the initial

moisture distribution given by IC2 and the lateral boundary condition

proposed in chapter 3 (BCIl). Thus they can be compared directly to

experiment AB4 which incorporated the parameterized transports of heat

and moisture on~y (see Table 5.1).

6.1 Incorpora~·i on of Radiation

The role of radiative processes in large-scale tropical weather

systems is not yet well understood. Albrecht and Cox (1975) have sug

gested that infrared (or longwave) cooling may be a significant com

ponent of the total diabatic source occurring in a tropical wave. More

recent diagnostic studies of convection using both spectral and bulk

representations of the cloud field have indicated a marked sensitivity

to the choice)f a radiative heating (e.g. Yanai et al., 1976;

Stephens and Wilson, 1980). The fact that the longwave radiative

',.(.:)ling is primarily modulated by upper level cloud has led Gray and

Jacobson (1977) to propose that horizontal gradients in the 10ngwaJe

radiative cooling are fundamental to the maintenance of tropical

disturbances.

The role of longwave radiation in the development of a tropical

cyclone was fint addressed by Sundqvi st (1970b), who i nc'l uded thi s

process in a ten level axisymmetric balanced model. A net radiative

cooling profile was applied only to those regions in which condensation

was not taking place. His results showed a noticeable increase in the

rate of intens"fication despite the small magnitude of the radiative

139
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cooling (maximum values of -2°C/day ~~ 300 mb). Interestingly, the

peak intensity of the storm showed no sensitivity to the incorporation

of radi ati on.

In order to determine what, if any, effect net radiational cooling

would have on our model storm development, a numerical experiment (AD1)

was conducted which incorporated the simple radiation parameterization

described in section 2.3.4. We note that the diurnal variation in the

shortwave radiati,ve heating was not included, and only the daily

averaged net radiative heating rate was considered (see Fig. 6.1). A

comparison of the time evolution of the maximum low level (z'\,225 m)

tangential wind and central surface pressure for experiments AB4 and

ADl is sho~n in Fig. 6.2. This diagram clearly indicates that the

incorporation of radiation results in significantly earlier intensifi

cation as ~ell as a deeper more intense mature storm. The rate at

which the rrodel storm deepens, however, appears to be insensitive to

the inclusion of the radiation parameterization.

Fig. 6.3, which depicts the gross horizontal structure of the

simulated disturbance suggests a tighter more organized circulation

enan the ore obtained in experiment AB4 (see Fig. 5.3). Comparis0n of

the tangentoial wind field at 120 hours for AB4 (Fig. 5.9) and ADl

tFig. 6.4) confirms that experiment ADl exhibits a more intense tangen

tial circulation confined to a smaller radius. The tangential circula

tion in the outer regions appears to be more organized as well with

large valuEs of v restricted to a smaller interior region. Noticeable

differences in the organization of the vertical motion field are also

seen. These results appear to suggest that radiative processes may

playa rolE' in determining the horizontal scale of a tropical distur

bance.
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The relative humidity field at 120 hrs is much more reasonable in

experiment ADl, showing a pronounced drying in middle levels at the

larger radii (cf. Frank, 1977). This is most likely a consequence of

the strongly bimodal character of the parameterized co;rvection which

is occurring in the same region. Fig. 6.5 shows the early time evolu

tion of the cloud base mass flux distribution field for experiment AD1.

The incorporation of a radiative cooling appears to contribute to

earlier development of strong deep convection in the i:r;terior (cf.

Fig. 5.5). This pronounced difference in the convective activity is

more clearly seen in Figs. 6.6-6.9 which among other things show the

convecti ve-sca1e fl ux of total water (LFq+Q,) and the cc'nvecti ve scale

heating rate (g ddp Fs-LQ, + LR) for experiments AB4 and P,O'I at twelve

and twenty-four hours. Note the large horizontal gradients which

develop in these convective scale properties by twenty-four hours.

A more rapid development of the transverse circulation accompanies the

accelerated growth of deep cumulus convection as can bE seen from the

omega fields presented in Figs. 6.6-6.9. At twelve hOLrs experiment

ADl exhibits a vertical motion field (150-200 km) whicl~ is twice as

large as the one produced in AB4. By twenty-four hours this difference

is even more extreme. The i ntens i ty of both 1QI,'.J and mi ddl e i nfl ow is

enhanced when radiation is included which accounts for the discrepancy

in the vertical position of the maximum in the omega field.

The numerical results presented here suggest that radiative

cooling does playa significant role in the development of a tropical

disturbance. Even though the magnitude of this cooling is small when

compared to the diabatic heating rates associated with organized
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cumulus convection, the horizontal gradients appear to playa role in

the organization of the radial circulation, contributing to a deter

mination of both horizontal scale and intensity. We also note a

pronounced response of cumulus convection to the incorporation of a

radiational cooling as has been suggested by the diagnostic studies

of Yanai et al. (1976) and Stephens and Wilson (1980). This is most

clearly seen in Fig. 6.4 which shows a strongly bimodal distribution

of convection in the outer regions (cf. Fig. 5.9). Consequently, we

are led to conclude that radiative processes should not be neglected in

numerical investigations of the development of tropical disturbances.

6.2 Incorporation of Cumulus Momentum Transport

The modification of the large-scale momentum f'ie1ds by parameter

ized cumulus convection has generally been ignored in numerical model

ing effol'ts even though many observational and theoretical studies

have indicated that convective-scale contributions to the large-scale

dynamic budgets can be significant (e.g. Gray, 1967; Houze, 1973; Reed

and Johnson, 1974; Stevens et a1., 1977; Schneider and Lindzen, 1977;

Stevens and Lindzen, 1978; Shapiro, 1978; Stevens, 1979; Silva Dias,

')979). :;ince this process appears to be fundamenta') to 1arge-sc.al e

tropical circulations, we have included a convective-scale momentum

transpor': which essentially involves a redistribution of horizontal

momentum by the cumulus ensemble predicted by the Arakawa-Schubert

cumulus parameterization. This down gradient approach is frequently

referred to as ·cumulus friction ' (e.g. Stevens etal., 1977).

Recently, Gray (1979) and McBride (1979) have suggested that

cumulus induced momentum accelerations may be important to the genesis

of tropkal storms by accelerating the tangential wind in the upper
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and lower tt'O~osphere. Although a convective-scale momentum source is

invoked to produce such accelerations, we shall show that a simple re

distribution of horizontal momentum by the cumulus ensemble can be

expected to produce similar accelerations of the tangential wind. The

vertical profiles of the tangential wind for developing and nondevelop

ing cloud clusters are quite different with the developing systems

generally exhibiting more vertical shear (Zehr, 1976; McBride, 1979).

Fig. 6.l0a gives an example of the vertical profiles of tangential

wind at 4 degrees radius for a developing and nondeveloping Pacific

cloud cluster (Zehr, 1976). In order to determine in an approximate

sense what effect cumulus friction would have on these profiles, sub

ensemble budgets of v momentum were calculated for each profile using

the mean Mar~.hall Islands thermodynamic structure to estimate the

entrainment rate for each sub-ensemble (Yanai et al., 1973, 1976).

Using the diagnostically obtained cloud base mass flux distribution

of Yanai et al. (1976) an acceleration of the tangentia'] wind profiles

by cumulus convection was obtained. These are illustrated in Fig.

6. lab. Uppel' and lower tropospheric accelerations are seen in both

cases but with much larger magnitudes for the developing cluster wind

profile suggesting that cumulus friction may be a process which helps

to differentiate between developing and nondeveloping vortices.

The vertical redistribution of horizontal momentum by cumulus

clouds may b~ more important to the dynamics of an evolving tropical

disturbance than one might expect. In section 3.3 it was demonstrated

that heating the atmosphere on horizontal scales typical of a tropical

cloud cluster is an inefficient means of generating balanced
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(geostrophic) flow. On the other hand, it can be shown that forcing

the rotational part of the wind field (tangential comlPonent in this

study) on ~;imilar horizontal scales can be a very efficient means of

generating balanced flow (cf. Schubert et al., 1980; Silva Dias and

Schubert, "1979).

In the example discussed in chapter 3 we considered an initial

potential vorticity of the form

f r<a

arv(r,O) f
~n(r,O) (6.1 )ghn

=rar

° r>a

for which the initial relative vorticity was assumed to vanish. A

second interpretation of this initial condition on the potential

vorticity is that there is no initial geopotential perturbation and

the initial tangential wind is given by

fr2
r<a-2-

rvn(r,O) = (6.2)

const. r>a

In order tc compute the energetics of such an initial condition ~t is

necessary to assume that const. =0, i.e. a discontinuous initial tan-

t · 1 . d Th .. Kx, + P00 • h b' d'ten la W1n. e energy partltlon K 1S t en 0 talne ln a
o

similar fashion to the case discussed in section 3.3, and is given by

K + P
00 00

Ko
= 4K [ f 1 a] I [ f 1 a]

2 (gh)'2 2 (gh)'2
n n

(6.3)

This energy partition is plotted in Fig. 6.11 as a function of dimen-

sional horizontal scale a, at 20 o N, for the first five values of
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(ghn)~ given in the last column of Table 3.1. As in Fig. 3.4, for a
K. .t. P

given horizontal scale a 9 the difference bebleen -_:~-~ and unity
1<0

represents the fraction of the initial energy partit'ioned to outward

propagating gravity-i nerti a waves. In sharp ':ontrast to Fi g. 3.4

however, we see that fol(' horizontal scales tY'Jical of a tropical cloud

cluster (e.g. ~ 300 km), the majority of the initial energy is parti

tioned to balanced flow. Thus, we conclude that the mass field will

tend to adjust to changes in the tangential momentum field produced

by cumulus convection. Even though convective-scale accelerations of

the wind field are likely to be small (see Fig. 6.10b), Fig. 6.11

suggests that they are a highly efficient means of generating balanced

flow. It is worthwhile to note that although modif"ications of the

divergent part of the wind field (the radial component in our case)

are of little dynamic importance in the linear initial value problem

discussed above (since this type of perturbation has zero p~tential

vorticity 'and is projected entirely onto grav'itational modes), such

modifications can be of importance in a nonlinear way as we shall see.

Shown in Fig. 6.12 is a comparison of the time E~volution of the

maximum lm'l level (z tV 225 m) tangential wind and central surface

pressure for experiments AB4 and AE1. The incorporation of cumulus

momentum transport in experiment AEl appears to have a pronounced

negative impact on the development of the model star'm. Similar results

have been obtained by Bliss (1980) who simulated tropical cyclone

genesis using the Ooyama (1969a. b) fluid system on 0:1 equatorial

s-plane. Simulations which included a crude cumulus nomentum transport

showed a reduction 11": genesis and development ..
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The tin~ evolution of the gross horizontal structure of the model

storm is shewn in Fig. 6.13. From Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 it can be seen

that the mace1 vortex goes through a period of four days with little

intensification during which the tangential circulation in the exterior

region spins up to give a broad horizontal circulation without a well

defined radius of maximum winds. This period is followed by rapid

intensification which is similar to that obtained in AB4. The horizon

tal scale and intensity of the mature storm (before 200 hrs) is quite

similar in scale and intensity to AB4 as well (see Fig. 6.13).

The de1~y in the development of model storm AEl does not appear

to be related to the horizontal distribution of the parameterized con

vection. The development of the cloud base mass flux distribution

field (see Fig. 6.15) in experiment AEl is similar to AB4 (see Fig.

5.5) although the magnitude is somewhat smaller. This difference in

the magnitud{~ of the convective activity is most clearly seen by com

paring Figs. 6.16 and 6.17 with Figs. 6.6-6.9. Both the convective

scale transports of total water and the convective-scale heating

rates for AEl are smaller than those in AB4 and considerably smaller

than those produced in AD1. Also note the weak, poorly organized

character of the vertical motion field in the early stages. This in

dicates a very slow development of the large-scale transverse c;rcula

t'ion which we believe can be explained to be a consequence of the

vertical redistribution of horizontal momentum.

Plotted in Fig. 6.18 are vertical profiles of the convective

scale heating rate, and the convective-scale acceleration of the tan

gential and radial wind at r:;; 240.0 km and t = 30 hours (Note that

these are fairly typical of the region 100-300 km). The accelerations
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of the tangential wind component produced by the model are very similar

in both vertical structure and magnitude to the diagnostically deter

mined accelerations of Fig. 6.10b. What is of most significance, how

ever, is the acceleration of the radial component of the wind, which

shows a strong positive acceleration in the mixed layer and a strong

negative acceleration in the upper levels. Thus, the rearrangement of

the radia'j component of momentum by cumul us clouds tends to retard the

development of a transverse circulation by slowing both low level in

flow and upper level outflow. In this case (AE1) a significant reduc

tion in the horizontal convergence of water vapor accompanies the slow

down in the low level circulation which has the effect of suppressing

thE' cumulus activity in the interior during the early stages of

development.

One additional numerical experiment was conducted to address the

role of cumulus friction in which the convective-scale rearrangement

of radial momentum was neglected (no figures are shown). In this case,

there is a s1i ght acce1era ti on of models torm deve1oprnent (2-4 ~'')urs)

with respect to experiment AB4. The mature storm which is produced

is also deeper. This result appears to confirm that it is the vertical

redistribution of the radial component of momentum which retards the

development of the model storm in experiment AE1.

It is clear from these results that the incorporation of convec

tive-scale transports of horizontal momentum can contribute to signifi

cant alterations of the numerical solution. However, we are not yet

prepared to conclude that these convective-scale effects will always

act one way, i.e. to either accelerate or retard tropical cyclone

development. Since the convective-scale accelerations of the
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large-scale wind are so closely dependent upon the vertical structure

of the large-scale wind, and to the intensity of cumu'!us activity, ad

ditional sensitivity studies to the initial condition should be con

ducted. The sens iti vity of the above resul ts to the l:at-ticul ar form

of the cloud model should also be addressed (such as the incorporation

of moist downdrafts). Finally, it is entirely possible that convective

scale redistribution of horizontal momentum may play an important role

in the asymmetric structure of a tropical storm. This question goes

beyond the present scope of this study, but should be addressed in

future aSYmmetric modeling efforts.

6.3 Incorporation of Both Radiation and Cumulus Mome~tum Transport

As a final experiment (AFl) we examine the sensitivity of model

storm development to the incorporation of both the raciation parameter

ization used in experiment ADl and the convective-scale transport of

horizontal momentum which was considered in experiment AE1. The results

of this numerical experiment are summarized in Figs. (,,'19-6.24.

In experiment ADl we saw that the incorporation of radiation ac

celerated storm development while experiment AEl indicated that cumulus

transport of momentum retarded development. Thus, it should not be too

surprising to see that the development of the model storm including

both processes is similar to the development of the model storm which

includes neither process. The time evolution of the TIlaximum low level

(ZtV 225 m) tangential wind and central surface preSSUt'e for experiments

AFl and AB4 are compared in Fi g. 6.19. The time requ'i red to reach the_

intensification stage is almost identical for each of these simula~

tions, and the final steady state mature storm is also very similar in

intensity as determined by central surface pressure. The structure of
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the mature storm is quite different, however, as can be seen in Figs.

6.20 and 6.21. The tangential circulation appears to be much more ac

ceptable with regard to the overall organization producing gale and

hurricane force winds which are restricted to more reasonable radii.

The vertical motion field which is obtained in experiment AFl appears

to be better organi:t:ed especially in the eyewall region (cf. Figs. 5.9

and 6.4). The relative humidity distribution is also much more

reasonable than the one produced in experiment AB4.

The early time evolution of the cloud base mass flux distribution

is most like experiment AD1, although not as large in magnitude (see

Figs. 6.21 and 6.5). We note that the convective-scale flux of total

water most resembles experiment AB4 while the convective-scale heating

rate is most like experiment ADl (Figs. 6.23 and 6.24). The develop

ment of the vertical motion field and tangential circulation is

obviously more rapid than in experiment AB4 but still somewhat slower

than AD1.

These results show that the incorporation of both radiation and

cumulus momentum transport leads to reasonable development of a tropi

cal disturbance. The very early development of the transverse circula

tion is apparently accelerated although the time required to reach a

mature stage is somewhat longer. The most significant aspect of the

i ncorpora ti on of both these processes is the marked improvement 'j n

the structure of the mature storm.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an eighteen level, axisymmetric primitive equa

tion tropical cyclone model which uses the Arakawa-Sclubert spectral

cumulus parameterization and have successfully simula":ed the develop

ment of a weak tropical disturbance into a mature hurdcane. The

quasi-equilibrium hypothesis, which involves the solu":ion of an inte

gral equation for the cloud base mass flux distribution function, has

been formul ated as an optimi zat i on probl em (the optilTlc\l adjustment

method). The cloud base mass fluxes which are produced using this

formulation are quite reasonable bearing great resemblance to the

mass flux distributions obtained in diagnostic budget studies (e.g.

Yanai et al., 1976).

Rosenthal (1978) has shown that the development of a reasonable

hurricane circulation can be achieved without the use of a cumulus pa

rameter.ization in model s with horizontal grid resol uti ons of a few tens

of kilometers. E>espite the crude nature of the large;scale condensation

process employed in our model, we too have been able to simulate the

development of a hurricane with only the explicit relEase of latent

heat. These results appear to verify the conclusion that the early

attempts to simulate tropical cyclones along these lilres were flawed

(e.g. Kasahara, 1961,1962; Syono, 1962). The initia"j growth of small

sca1e features is apparently controll ed by nonl inear I: ffects which were

probably not well represented in these early models. Although we have

been successful in simulating hurricane development witll explicit latent

heat release, the differences in the development, intensity and struc

ture of the model storms simulated with parameterized convection are

significant. It is difficult to draw a general conclLsion regarding the

174
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desirabi'lity of explicitly resolving cumulus convection, but in our

opinion such an approach would probably most approp~riately be employed

in a non-hydrostatic model with a much finer grid resolution (on the

order of several hundred meters).

The linear analysis of chapter 3 demonstrates that most of the

available potential energy generated by latent heat release, on hori

zontal scales typical of a tropical cloud cluster, is partitioned to

gravity 'inertia wave motion rather than to the balanced flow. In this

way most of the generated energy is radiated away to the far field

emphasiz"ing the need for the lateral boundary condition in a primitive

equation model to be able to transmit gravity-inertia waves. Since

most boundary conditions are deficient in this regard, an approximate

cylindrical pure gravity wave radiation condition has been derived for

use in axisymmetric primitive equation models. Simple diagnostic

numerical integrations show that for the first few vertical modes,

gravity 'nertia waves are, for all practical purposes, transmitted by

this boundary condition. Several numerical experiml~nts with the

tropical cyclone model have also been conducted to 'illustrate the

sensitiv'ty of the solution to the exact form of the lateral brundary

condition. Noticeably earlier development of the model storm occurs

with the radiation condition when cumulus convection is parameterized

as compaY'ed to the two most common boundary conditions in present use,

the condltions of zero divergence and zero radial wind.

The Arakawa-Schubert cumulus parameterization demonstrates a

strong spnsitivity to the initial moisture distribution in the absence

of an initial transverse circulation. In an experiment with a moisture

distribui:ion which is independent of radius, development of the model
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vortex is extremely slow and highly unusual. The incorporation of a

horizontal gradient in the initial moisture distribut-on results in

more rapid and more reasonable growth of the initial circulation.

The sensi tivi ty of model storm development to th(~ processes of

radiation and cumulus momentum transport has been exanined. A simple

net radiational cooling parameterization was included in the model

which produced earlier intensification and a deeper mature storm. Ad

ditionally, a marked decrease in the horizontal scale of the simulated

hurricane was observed suggesting that radiative processes may play an

important role in determining the scale of tropical d·sturbances.

The incorporation of cumulus transports of horizontal momentum had

a strong negative effect on the development of our macel vortex.

Strong accelerations of the upper and lower level radial wind field

tended to slow the development of the transverse circLlation which in

turn slowed the development of the model storm. The accelerations of

the low level inflow appear to reduce the low level ccnvergence of

water vapor which has a significant impact on the devflopment of

cumulus convection in the interior. Although the resllts of this

experiment indicate that cumulus momentum transport does not enhance

tropical cylcone development, further study is required. The sensi

tivity of this process to the initial condition as well as the sensi

tivity to the particular form of the cloud model emplcyed in the

cumulus parameterization should be explored.

The most interesting numerical experiment conducted is the final

one which includes both radiation and the convective-scale transport

of horizontal momentum. In a gross sense, the develo:~ment of this

model storm is remarkably similar to the development cf a model storm
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which incorporates neither the process of radiation nor cumulus momen

tum transport. One very important distinction! however'! is the much

more reasonable structure of the mature storm indicating that these

processes may be fairly important to the organization and scale of

tropical cyclones.

There are! of course! several shortcomings of the present model

which became evident during the experimental part of this study. In

all cases extremely deep storms are produced by the model! much deeper

than are generally observed in nature. Previous experience has in

dicated that the final intensity of the model storm is somewhat sen

sitive to frictional effects (in particular the choice of a vertical

mixing length for the nonlinear vertical diffusion process). We have

treated the surface energy exchanges perhaps too simply! choosing a

constant value of the drag coefficient cD which is likely too low for

the mature stage of the simulated stOrm. A more sophisticated treat

ment of the eddy surface fluxes of heat! moisture and momentum should

be included in future versions of the model. This is likely to improve

the results so that the intensity and structure of the mature model

storm will bear more resemblance to those observed in nature (d.

Frank! 1977).

The treatment of the mixed layer is also a fairly weak aspect of

the present model. Since a mixed layer of variable depth is not in

cluded! we find it necessary to allow cumulus convection to interact

directly with the heat! moisture and momentum budgets of our constant

depth 'mixed layer'. This formulation! coupled with the simple cloud

model used in the cumulus parameterization! results in direct heating
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of the mixed layer by parameterized cumulus convection. The magnitude

of this heating can probably be reduced by a more careful selection

of the jump in dry static energy across the top of thE~ mixed la.yer,

but this will not completely eliminate the questionable heatin<g in the

mixed layer. We feel there are two ways to improve this aspect of the

tropical cylone model, the first of which involves a g=neralization

of the cloud model in the cumulus parameterization so 35 to include

moist downdrafts (e.g. Johnson, 1976). Such a modific·ition might help

to correct the low level heating produced by the conve:tion as well as

give different and perhaps improved results with regard to cumulus

transports of horizontal momentum. Secondly, a mixed layer of variable

depth should eventually be incorporated into the model. In the present

sigma coordinate model, the introduction of such a mixed layer has cer

tain computational disadvantages since the top of the mixed layer is

not necessarily a coordinate surface. However, it is Jossib1e to

design a generalized sigma coordinate system in which Doth the ground

and the top of the mixed layer are coordinate surfaces.

Finally, a liquid water budget equation and a rail water budget

equation should probably be included in the system of ~overning equa

tions (cf. Rosenthal, 1978). Since the present model ioes not allow

storage of liquid water, the large-scale condensation Jrocess is

required to remove excess condensate immediately. Thi; approach,

although probably adequate for a general circulation mJdel, is not

realistic for the type of phenomena we are attempting to simulate.

We believe that the incorporation of liquid water will help to improve

the structure of the inner core of the simulated distu~bance (see

Shea and Gray, 1973; Gray and Shea, 1973).
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APPENDIX A

Finite Differencing of the Large-Scale Governing Equations

A.l Space Differencing

For i more complete discussion of the derivations of the finite

differenc= equations the reader is referred to Hack and Schubert (1976).

In t,e vertical we denote by integer k (1 ,2,3 ... K) those levels

at which the prognostic variables u, v, T, and q are carried (see Fig.

A.l), and by the half integers (1/2, 3/2, ..• K+l/2) those levels where

~ is carried. The integer level k is representative of a layer of

thickness

so that

We define

~ok = crk+1 - ok 1 ,'2 -'2

K

L ~ok = 1 •
k=l

Ok ~ ~(crk+l + ok 1) •'2 -'2

(A.l )

(A.2)

For the horizontal we will use a distribution of variables JS

shown in Fig. A.2. The variables u and v are carried at the half

integer locations in the horizontal domain while n, T and q are carried

at the integer locations. Horizontal momentum fluxes are also defined

at the half integer positions. Thus we are led to Fig. A.3 as a 3

dimensional conceptualization of our finite difference mesh.

We will now write the discrete analogues of (2.16)-(2.25). They

appear in differential-difference form, leaving the time differencing

to a discLssion at the end of this appendix.
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k
Y2 III I I II I II I II II I I I 1& =0

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \V, T, q
I V2 &
2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \VIT,q

0"=0

k-I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w, T I q

k-V2 &
k - - - - - - - - - - - - - - W,T,q

k+Y2 0-
k+ I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w, T I q

K-( - - - - - - - - - - - - - - W, T,q
K-Y2 0-

K - - - - - - - - - - - - - - W, TI q
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Figure A.l Vertical finite differencing schl:me.
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Figure A.2 Horizontal finite differencing scheme.
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The mass continuity equation takes the forms

Si ,k+" = Si ,k-" - [a:ti + Fi+!>,k - Fi_",k)Aok ' (A.4)

where we have defined

IT. == 'IT.r.llr ,
1 1 1

F.+1 k == ~ ( 'IT. + 'IT •+1)( ru ) .+1 k '1 ~, 1 1 1 ~,

$. k+1 == IT.cr. k+~ ,1, ~ 1 1, 2

and where

The hydrostatic equation is given by

(A.S)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

K

ti,K = k~l tiGk Pi\ ~Gk-Cp(Gk-"ai,k+Gk+"si,k)J Ti,k' (A.9)

and by

¢. k - ¢. k+1 = c [CI.. k+1T. k+1 +S· kT. k) , (A.9)'
1, 1, P 1, 1, 1, 1,

where

o or any value for k=1

CI.;,k :: (A.l0)

"~-n;~~rJ for k> 2 ,

~ [n;::r -~ for k < K-l2

S;,k :: (A.ll)

0 for k =K •
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Figure A.3 Three dimensional conceptualization of
vertical and horizontal finite differencing
scheme.
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The equation of state is

-1 RT i ,k
Pi,k = p. k

1 ,
(A.12)

The radial and tangential momentum equations are given respectively by

1 [-. • ~--~ 5'1 l(U' l +U' l )-5'1 l(U' l +U· 1 )L1cr k 1+~,k+~ 1+~,k 1+~,k+l 1+~,k-~ 1+~,k-l 1+~,k

+ ~ [(1T. + 1T. +1)( c. k + C. +1 k)J V. +1 k1 1 1, 1, 1 ~,

+ IT '+1)1 U:2 U
i+~,k

and

(A.13)

1 [ • • -,- - ~ 5. 1 1 (v. 1 +v. 1 ) - 5. 1 1 (v. 1 +V. 1 )L1cr k 1+~,k+~ 1+~,k 1+~,k+l 1+~,k-~ 1+~,k-l 1+~,k J

where

IT'+l =~(IT. + IT·+1) ,1 ~ 1 1

F. k = ~(F. 1 k + F. +1 k) ,1 , 1-~, 1 ~,

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)
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C1• k:: fr.~r + ~2r (V'+l k+ V ' 1 k) ,
, 1 1~, 1-~,

-1 _ RTi,k
(anp ). k =akn. .

1, 1 Pi,k

The thermodynamic equation is written in its final form as

"at (II1·T1• k) = -~[F'+l k(T· k+T'+l k)-F'_l k(T. 1 I.+ T. k)]a , 1~, 1 , 1, 1 ";l, 1 - , r. 1 ,

1 [-- ~ak ~ Si,k+~(Ti,k+Ti,k+1-2ai,k+1Ti,k+l)

- 5. k dT. k+T. k 1 +2S· k IT. k l)J1, -";l 1, 1, - 1, - 1 I -

(a7fP-l)i k {all. [ Jl
+ c

p
' a~ + ~ (ru)i_~(7fi-7fi_l)+(ru)i+~(~i+l-7fi) ,

+ III (C-E) + II. ST
Cp 1 i,k

And finally, the continuity equation for water vapor may be

written

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

- _1_[5. k ,q. k' - 5. k 1q· k 1J+ II.(-C+E). k + II. S .
~ak 1, +";l 1, +";l 1, -";l 1, -";l 1 1, 1 qi,k

(A.21)

A.2 Time Differencing

The time differencing for the governing equations is accomplished

with a leapfrog scheme coupled with an Asselin (1972) time filter. We

illustrate the time differencing procedure by applying it to the

equation

~ = f(1/J) •dt (A.22)
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The leapfrog scheme can be written

1/1 (n+1) = 1/1 (n- 1) + 2ll t f (Vi (n)) , (A.23)

where the superscripts denote discrete time levels. The Asselin time

filter is applied in order to avoid separation of the odd and even

time steps (sometimes referred to as time splitting) and can be

written

(A.24)

where a is the filter parameter.

In order to begin the time stepping procedure, information is

needed at t~JO time levels since the leapfrog scheme is a two level

scheme. Consequently, a simulated backward time diffet"ence (Matsuno,

1966) is used for the first time step such that

Vi(1)* = 1/;(0) + llt f(1/;(O)) ,

1/1(1) = 1/;(0) + Llt f(,!/l)*]

(A.25a)

(A.25b)

where the * denotes a tentative value. The time stepping procedure

then proceeds as shown in table A.l. We note that all diffusion

(decay) terms are evaluated using a forward time difference, i.e.

(A.26)

The tim2 differencing scheme must maintain the CFL (Courant,

Friedrichs, _.ewy, 1928) linear stability criterion which can be stated

as

v Llt < 1 , (A.27)



Leapfrog scheme

Asselin filter

Leapfrog scheme

Asselin filter

Leapfrog scheme

-Asse1in fi lter
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1/1(2) = 1/1(0) + 26t f(1/I(l))

¢< 1) = 1/1 (1) + ~ [1/1 (0) - 21/1 (1L~ 1/1 (2)]

1/1(3) = ¢<1) + 2 t6f(1/I(2))

¢<2) =1/1(2) + ~ [¢<l) _ 21/1(2) +1/I(3)J

•

1/I(n+1) = ¢<n-1) + 26t f(1/I(n))

ljJ( n) = 1/1 (n) + ~ [ ¢< n-1) _ 21/1 (n) + 1/1 (n+1~

•

Table 4.1. Time stepping procedure



(A.28)
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where v is the frequency, and ~t is the time step used in the time

differencing procedure described above. An estimate of the maximum

time step can be made by considering the dispersion relation for the

shortest wave that can be represented in the model (2~r) which moves

with a phase speed (gh)~. We have

v == (f2+ gh k2)~~ (f2 + gh (~~J2)~.

The results of section 3.2 show that the fastest moving wave in the

numerical model is associated with the external mode which has a

phase sp,~ed (9h)~==288 m/s. Choosing ~r=15000 m and f=5xlO-5s-1

we obtain the result l

~t < 16.6 seconds . (A.29)

This should only be regarded as an estimate of the maximum time

incremen·~ since the dispersion relation is distorted by the finite

difference grid, especially for short (2~r) waves (see Arakawa and

Lamb, 19:'6; Fig. 5). Numerical tests have indicated that for a 15 km

grid, a 20 second time step remains computationally stable.

For phase speeds typical of the external mode the contribution
of the Coriolis parameter f, to the frequency v is negligable.



APPENDIX B

Vertical Differencing of Parameterized Convection

In this appendix, we present the vertically discrete forms of the

equations presented in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. We begin with the

finite difference analogue of (2.45) for which we have chosen the form

(B.l )

where

(B.2)

and the subscript n identifies a specific cloud type, the discrete

analogue of a sub-ensemble (cloud type n implies detrainment at level

n). Note that the horizontal index is neglected in the formulation of

this finite difference set of equations.

Using (2.45) we can see that (2.46) may also be written

The corresponding finite difference equation is

(B.3)

which by (B.l) becomes

h - 1 [h +A (tlP)khkJ
ck-~,n - l+An(tlP)k ck+~,n n

In a similar manner the discrete form of (2.47) can be written

q +1 - 1 I[q +9, ) + Ar1 (tlP)k qk!
ck-~,n k-~,n - l+An(tlP)k ck+~,n k+~,n
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(B.4)

(B.5)
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The discrete form of the saturation relation (2.48) is simply given by

= q* 1 + Yk-~ 1 [h - h * 1 ] •
k-~ 1+Yk 1 L ck 1 h k-~

-~ -~,

(B.6)

In order to determine the above budget quantities, the fractional

entrainment rate A must be known. Let us restate (2.49) as
n

where

(B.7)

and

s(p) = cpf(p)jL . (B.9)

The entninment rate An is a root of the discrete form of (B.7) and can

be detennined iteratively by defining the function
A

G == h* - h (B.10),n n cn,n

Although Newton's method can be used in the solution of (B.7), the com-

plicated form of the derivative of,Gn makes this approach more costly

from a cl~putational point of view than other methods. ConseqUently,

the variable scant method is used to solve for the fractional entrain-

ment rate An' This procedure, which requires two initial guesses,

can be ~'itten as

A v+l
n

(B.ll)

where the superscripts denote iteration level. Convergence to

Gn ~ 1.0 J/kg can be expected in 4 or 5 iterations.

Finctlly, the discrete analogue of the cloud work function must

be defined. Let us first rewrite (2.52) as
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PB
A{p) = J A S(p)n(p,p) [hc(P,p) - ll*(p): ;~

po(p)

PB
+ 6L J A dp)n(p,p) [q*(p) - q(~)J ~' (B.12)

PO(p)

where

(B.13)

The discrete form of (B.12) is then written

K-1 I
+ 6L k"~n E k.. nk"-~,n [qlt.. - qk"] C~p)k"

+ nk"+~,h [q{ - qk"] (L P)~ .. I ' (B. 14)

where we have defined

_ 2(Pk - Pk-~)
(t,P)k- = (Pk+Pk-~)

+ 2(Pk+k:- Pk)
(t,P)k == (Pk /Pk+~)

(B.15)



APPENDIX C

Numerical Procedures for Large-Scale Condensation and Dry Convection

C.l Large-Scale Condensation

At "' evel k, 1et the temperature be denoted by \ and the water

vapor mbing ratio by qk' If qk is larger than the saturation value

qk*' a certain mass of water vapor per mass of dry air must be con

densedl . This condensation, denoted by Ck~t, will reduce qk to qk

and i nCrE!a se Tk to \1 ,

(C.l )

(C.2)

The new water vapor mixing ratio qk is the saturation value at

the new temperature Tk '

(C.3)

Equations (C.l), (C.2) and (C.3) form a closed system in the un~nowns

qk" Tk' and Ck~t. qk' and Ck~t can be eliminated to give

(C.4 )

Because of the complicated form of the function q*(T,p) an

explicit equation for Tk cannot be derived from (C.4). However, an

iterative scheme can be developed by applying Newton's method to (C.4),

(Hack and Schubert, 1976).

lThe vapor is condensed to liquid water. The ice phase is not
cons idere,j .

199
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C.2 Dry Convection (Dry Convective Adjustment)

At level k, let the temperature before adjustment be denoted by

Tk and the temperature after adjustment by Tk . Then, if the adjust

ment involves the contiguous layers beginning with kb and ending with

ke, we can write

ke
\' T I t.o =L k k

k =kb

(C.5)

If e denotes the potential temperature which results from the adjust-

ment, then

Substituting (C.6) into (C.5) we obtain

(C.6)

e = (C.7)

After computing e from (C.7) we can easily compute Tk from (C.6).

This procedure may result in an unstable potential temperature strati

fication at intervals which border kb and ke, in which case the pro

cedure is repeated with new kb and ke. The procedure is complete when

there exists no single pair of k and k+l for which 8k< 8k+l for any

integer 1<k~K-l, i.e. when a stable temperature stratification in

the entire vertical column is reached.



APPENDIX D

Finite Difference Form of the Divergent Barotropic System of Equations

The nonlinear divergent barotropic system of equations can be

written in flux form as

ddt (<j>ru) + ddr (<j>ruu) - (f + ~)<j>rv+¢r ~ = 0, (D.l)

ddt (<j>rv) + ddr (<j>ruv) + (f+ ~) <j>ru = 0 , (D.2)

£.P.!:. + dpru = 0 (D.3)dt dr •

In differential difference form they become

(F.+,- F. 1) ,
, "2 '-"2

(D.4)

where

<P. == <j>.r.flr
1 1 1

F'+l == ~(<j>·+<j>·+l) r'+l U'+l1"2 11 1"21"2

<P'+1 == ~(<P,+<P'+l)
1 "2 l'

F. == ~(F. 1 + F.+1 )
1 1 -"2 1 "2

c· == fr,. flr+~(v. 1 + v·+1 ) fir
1 1 -"2 1 "2

201

(D.7)
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Equations (0.4)-(0.7) have been used to produce the rumerical examples

in section (3.5.1).



APPENDIX E

Solution of the Discrete Vertical Structure Problem For
Implementation of the Lateral Boundary Condition

The vertically discrete flux forms of (2.2)-(2.7) can be linearized

about a resting basic state and written as

= a , (E.1)

aVk·at + fU k = a , (E.2)

(E.3 )

(E.4)

[
- ]KPk 1 • - .-

+ - a e -a 8Po (t,a)k [ k+~ k+~ k-~ k-~ ] = a .
(E. 5)

The ge~potential ¢k is determined from the linearized discrete hydro

static equation

Cp[Ok+!/k"+ °k-J,"k"] Tkl+ kt cp ("k"'+1 Tk'+1+ 8k' Tk,j}

K
+ k~l {[ ak(t,a)k:rr R

Pk

203

(E.6 )
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where
o for k = 1

llk -

i [P::f [;: - "k-l J for k> :1

Pk-l

~ [~~+f ["k+l - ::J for k = 1,2, ... ,K-l
S ... - Pk Pk+l

k
0 for k = K

0 for k=1

a k -

~ [1-[P::1rJ for k> 1

~ [[ P~:1r- 1] for k=1,2 'l ••• , K-1

1\ -

0 for k=K " (E.7)

Equations (E. 4) and (E.5) can be combined with the use of (E.3) to give

We assume (as in the vertically continuous case) that
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v = V H(l) (nr) ei\lt
kk 1

T = T H(l} (nr) ei\lt
k k 0 '

where
2 2

n2 =\l -f
- 2

c
Since by definition

and

(L 9)

(E. 10)

equations (Eo3), (Eol), (Eo2) and (Eo8) can be written

- ak-~(Ok_~-l)]) Jl

+ [rk-[:~ ]\ _~] Uk} = 0.

(Eoll)

(L12)

(E. 13)

(L14)
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Thus, for specified wave number rI, (E.11)-(L14) and (E.6) constitute

an ei genva 'lue lem where tv is the eigenvalue and the quantities

IT, U, V and T comprise the eigenfunctions (or vertical structure

functions)" Since in the vertically continuous probl':IT1 we consider

the case for large n only, equation (E.13) can be neglected as can

the term f\ ill (E.12). This approximation eliminate3 the stationary

geostrophic modes from the problem and allows the eigr:nvalue to become

i:. , the pure gravity wave phase velocity for the cor~esponding ver

tical structure functions. For a model with Klevels, the eigenvalue

problem can be solved numerically to yield 2K+l eigen/alues and

e-) genfunct'i ons, The ei genva1ues correspond to K i nwa"d propagati ng

modes, Koutward propagating modes, and a stationary ::omputational

mode which arises due to the Lorenz (1960) type verti .al differencing

employed in the model {i.e. non-staggered temperaturel"
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